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From  the  Universal  Declaration  of  Human  Rights, adopted by  the  General  Assembly  of the
United Nations  on  loth  December  1948:

Article 1
All human  beings  are  born free  and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason
and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.

Article 2
Everyone  is   entitled   to   au   the  rights  and   freedoms  set  forth  in  this  Declaration,  without
distinction  of any  kind,  such  as race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, property, birth or other status.  .

Furthermore,   no   distinction  shall  be   made   on   the  basis   of  the  political,  jurisdictional  or

\  international   status   of  the   country   or  territory   to  which  a  perso-n  be`lon.g;,  whether  it  be
independent, trust, non-self governing or under any other limitation of sover.eignty.

Article 1 0
Everyone  is  entitled  in   full   equality   to   a  fair  and   public  hearing  by  an  independent  and
inpartial  tribunal, in the determination of his richts and obligations and of any criminal charge
against him.

Article  1 9                                                                                                                                                                                                                   `.rw&

Everyone  has  the right  to  freedom  of opinion  and  expression; this right includes  freedom  to
bold  opinions   without  interference  and  to  seek,  receive .and  impart  information  and  ideas
through any media and regardless of frontiers.

dicle 20 .
(I)    Everyone has .the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.

(I)    No one may be compelled to belong to an association.



Part One:

THE  POSITloN  0F  BLACKS  IN  BFIAZILIAN  SOCIETY

by  Anani  Dzidzienyo

Introduction

In  1500, Pedro Alves Cabral of Portugal landed in Porto.
Seguro, near Salvador, the capital of the state  of Bahia.
But it was not until  1530 that the first Portuguese
colonists arrived. Two years later the Portuguese founded
Sao Vicente (near Santos, the port of Sao Paulo), later
destined to become an inportant sugar cane centre. In
1548 a government for the new possession was created in
Salvador Baliia, which became the first capital of Brazil
in  1549  and was to  remain so until  1763.

African slaves were inported into Brazil by the colonists
to work in the sugar cane plantations, just as they were
broucht to other parts of the New World. Slavery was to
continue in Brazil until  1888, sixty-six years after Brazil
had attained independence from Portugal and .one year
before it became a republic. During the course of th
transatlantic slave trade it is estimated that about
3 ,647,000 m^en, women and children were importe
into Brazil, of whom about  1,200,200 went to Bah
alone. Salvador Bahia was thus to become the most
African of Brazilian cities, and even today  aspects
African culture and customs (Afro-Brazilian religio
cult-houses, folklore, dietary habits, etc.)  are very
visible in everyday life.

Close connections were maintained between Brazil and
the West coast of Africa,  and some ex-Bahians (Baianos,
Baianas) who returned to West Africa became master
craftsmen, traders,  and so on. Brazilian influence is
especially noticeable in Lagos, which has a Brazilian

quarter where Bahian customs are observed and where
buildings have  a distinctive Bahian flavour. A  similar
situation exists in Dahomey, while in Nigeria, Ghana and
Togo there are families which descend from the Brazil-
ians who returned to West Afri'ca in the last century.

Other parts of Brazil which had received sizeable numbers
of African slaves are Rio de Janeiro, Minas Gerais, Sfo
Paulo, Pernambuco, Rio Grande do Sul and Paran4.  In
the early 1870s Brazil's population was estimated to be
about ten million, of which the following were slaves:

BRAZIL'S SLAVE  POPULATION  IN  THE  EAFILY  1870s

State or province
Pio de Janeiro
Minas  Gerais

Bahia

Sao  paulo

Pernambuco
Flio  Grande  do  Sul

Parana

Numbei. of slaves
304,744
235,155
173,639
169,964
92,855
69,366
10,560

According to the  1872 Census, which was the first general
census taken in Brazil, the population cc>nsisted of
3 ,787,289 (38.14%) whites,1,954,543  ( 19.68%) blacks,
and 4,188,737 (42.18%) of mixed blood. In  1890 the
figures were 6,308,198 (43.97%) whites, 2,097,426
(14.639ro) blacks, and 5,934,291  (41.4Ovo)  of mixed blood.
By  1940 the figures were:  26,171,778 (63.47%)  whites,

->

6,035,869 (14.64%) blacks and 8,744,365 (21.20%) of
mixed blood. In  1950, when it was estimated that the
Brazilian population had risen to 51,944,397, there were

L2#37,';8:,ji2.{£?:)52W%t);t:i'j£:€'€,5o7oi:10.i:Z°2£?`taikes,
in terms of geographical regions the East had  15.69ro
blacks in a population of over eichteen millic)n, the North
East had 11% out of more than twelve million, the South
6.5% out of nearly seventeen million, and the Central
West  10% out of almost two million. No census since
1950 has southt racial origins,  so accurate up.to-date
figures are not available.  In  1960 the Brazilian population
was 70,967,185  and in  1978112,240,0002 . With this
number of people and an area of 8,515,965  square kilo-
metres, Brazil ranks as one of the largest cc)untries in the
world, and as a, potentially major power. Projecting the
37.5% from  1950, itis estimatedtheremustbe  over         `
42 million  `people of colour' in  1979.

It is said that the black or `blacker' proportion of the
Brazilian population has been decreasing as a result of
bra#qwcomc7ifo (whitening), or the tendency for marriages

;nh:cuhn::snus[:s°in:°:::§reeoapt:er::C#ixaenddb::[o°d|roT:f`:gLer.`
ally whiter complexion. There has also been a significant
European migration.  In the case of Sao Paulo, for example,
it is estimated that in  1854 foreign immigrants consti-
tuted only 3% of its population (922  people); by  1886,
however,  the figure had increased to 257o (12,985  people).
The period between  1872 and  1886 continued  to sli.ow
a rap-id rise in  the city's white population. The proportion
of foreigners in the  national population as a whole
reached its peak in the  1900 Census when it had groom
to 6.16%. Thereafter, hc)wever, the  rigures showed a
downward progression, reaching 2.09?a in  1950. One
factor in this decrease  is  the large number of those,
originally classed as foreigners, who have chosen  to take
on Brazilian nationality. Portuguese, Italians, Spaniards
and Germans form  the largest immigrant gr6ups who
have done  so. There is also a large Japanese community,
centred mainly in sao paulo (both the city and state).     I
It may be said that there has been no significant black
migration  to Brazil since  the  days of slaver`y and that

:i`aavceks:inh:tee::T|:;!c°ki#.yd::i,daersec::ed::isr::;;h/:ut
to refer to those who are recognizably black, and is more
accurate than the expression `people of colour' which
is the umbrella expression commonly used in Brazil to

::S€i£,Pneesa:`onr°]na-pwahnj::ep(eo°fpteioVliththpe::haarpes6%3,%%Coe)E:ion

Colour  in  Brazilian  society

`In Brazil, there is no racism:  the Negro knows his phce.'

(A popular Brazilian saying)

The view of Brazil as the one country in the world, where
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I  Footnotes for part one are on page  10
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gree of cerfainty who is black and who is inite-in -E`razilfty
fact, a sizeable proportion of the Brazilian population
approximately  107o of 96 millic)n people -are recog-
ably black or distinctly  dark. Their presence  does not

;North     belie the extent to which racial interminglinghas taken
South      place, but it does bring out the bias whiclihas been ahall-
ral         "    mark of the much-vaunted Brazilian `racial democracy'
ce               -the bias that white is best and black is worst and there-
te                fore  the nearer one is  to  white, the  better.
|lation
tis               The hold wllich  this view has on Brazilia_n society is all-
kilo-          pervasive and embraces a whole range  of stereotypes,
in the        role-playing,job  opportunities, life-styles, and, what is
the           even more important, it serves as the comerstone of the

r         .-iiclosely-observed  `etiquette'  of race relations in Brazil.
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`This etiquette  dictates strongly against any  discussion,          ,(

I especially in a controversial manner,  of the racial situation,I
and thus it effectively llelps to perpetuate th¢'pattem of
rchti-onships which has been in existence siri.be the days

::sii:Bid?::t:a:y:
Of slavery. Traditionally the blacks are

teful to the whites for the kindnesses
to continue to depend on the whites acting as patrons
benefactors to them; it is also expected that the blacks

ull continue to accept the whites as the nation's official
thpiece, explaining to outsiders the `unique' nature

Brazilian race  relations.

platitudes used to describe--thel3iazilian situation,
The etiquetteLflso decrees that

ipocn!:[{dhefl:°ccr::jccya'[taa:i;:i:eora:Cpeepnted:s:its¥i°ountofthis
te subject are strongly  discouraged.

fl the Brazilian society frees itself from this self-
sed prc)hibition against open  discussion,  the present

picture  of Brazilian raca relations will continue
predominate. Until then, the. black Brazilian's position

indeed continue to be unique among New World
ks, in that he alone will appear not to have profited

the new consciousness which Africans and other
ks throughout the world are-experiencing, nor will he

to have attained a greater consciousness of his
on in relation  to  the overall society in which he

growth of black consciousness is discouraged by the -
!ty's refusal to grant the black citizen the opportunity

realize his whole identity - including his black self -
denying the significance which black development
litieal, social and cultural) holds for him in particular

a for Brazil in ge`neral.

€present the black man's position in Brazil can only be  \
ribed as being virtually outside the main stream of

iety. He is almost completely unrepresented in any
ea involving decision-making; with relatively few. excep-
ns he is not to be  seen in government,*administration,
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plored later. It is enc)uch to note here  that the  avail-
hity of these two particular avenues to blacks who wish

Eepg:rnaonT[:nboe:ir:g:#ep:[acca]tfosn££ea::o]:#afrtahzeflrea£;e
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claim  that as a g7'owp  they possess equal rights must
remain hichly questionable; the voice of a sc)litany Pel6
in a white wilderness,  c)r that of the exceptional musician
or entertainer who has `made it' through his unusual

:°c¥itz:4r#°edsjft:ratti:i'ji::atcin::#etn°j:¥n£:£:eras:]Cvh
complex' and more I)ainful.

Until Brazilians stop reacting, both officially and unoffici-
ally, with `hurt pride' and dismay when questions are
asked about the position of black citizens, Brazil  will
continue undisturbed in its present ostrich-like posture,
making any real improvement in its racial situation
unlikely, if not impossible.5  There does exist a real
opportunity to create a more egalitarian society, but the
way to achieve this is not by reiterating often meaningle
and misleading statements about the absence of overt
racist practices in Brazil, the  existence of a thirty-year o
anti-discrimination law,6  the greater interracial friend-
liness and minglgivg to be seen on the streets, particularly
at carnival-tine.7  Even if all this were true, such thing.s
are not in themselves conclusive proof that racial discrini-
nation does not exist in Brazil, particularly in its more
subtle manifestations. In a society where social control

•::;,,,.....,..:i.i.,:.,:..:,:i:-.:.:i.,;i,::.::,.,,.::.,:,...:-.,,i...:..:::::i,.::.i-..,:.:,...,..,,!,..,,,I,,;,;:.:,....,.,:I.,.-::.....i::..,.i..::,!,:.:.ii.:...i,....:-,...i...i,i....;.:.:,,,:.-,,.,,i:,,i.

fhoaT:na-::E]-:Tt-:c=o-::TT:=e:i;e:gisp,:el:-ej-:Su-1a;FbHe&:proof
completely-differerit+§to`r-y~.Thedistin6Ii'ofifii5i#eT;n
the6`rym.d-p.ractice.is`veEFTp~ciftaiirfil-afiisTse5rmentof
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intere`s{rorth-englacks.Thlskindof politico-socio
economic structure can effectively handle the rare black
person who manages to succeed despite all the 6dds
against hin, because his example does not threaten to

rfTfp::ty#i:n:;::c::ts:[£e°£aesxfta±:agg::e{i:ir£1eat±it?,n£:ips.
I  win be used by the society as a `pin-up' to support the
contention that Brazil is indeed a racial democracy. In
fact a roll of honour exists from which names are often
cited to show that some `people of colour' have been
successful - the inplication being of course that the rest
could follow suit if they would only try harder. Ignored
here is the fact that had these few black Brazilians not
been exceptionally gifted or fortunate, they would not
have attained success.8

The term `people of colour' is itself probably the greatest
single factor contributing to the myth of the `racial
democracy'9  for it is used to describe all non-white people
or `mixed-bloods' - a group which ranges from those
completely black to those almost white. What must be
noted here is that, in practice, Brazilians make extremely'
fine dist.inctions between subtle variations in skin tone,
and that lichter-skinned Brazilians do not consider it a
complinent to be classified with dark or black people. So,;

;:si::tuELg`.eoi!,eumat::#elrnu£:::,a:l#:tci:::o;Syti:
recognized -that  of the mwJafo,  which embraces those
neither black nor white. This middle category, however, is
further broken down into litht and  dark mz//cz/os, with
the lightest-skinned passing over to the `white' category,



and the darkest being included among the `blacks'.
Further, it must be noted that even this tripartite classifi-
cation does not mean that the dark-skinned mw/afo
would consider himself to be black; quite the contrary
in fact. Moreover, because of this Brazilian obsession with
whiteness and blackness and the shades in between, with
a concomitant emphasis on features such as people's hair
texture, nose shape and size of lips, there exist further
race and colour break-dc)wns to the point where Brazilians
have more than twenty different expressions to disting.uish
colour variations between the two extremes of black and
white.I`

Therefore, when the clain is made that Brazil has always
offered the `person of colour'`2  or mixed blood equal
opportunities, there is an ostensible lumping together of
all these.people who are not in fact generally considered
to be in the same racial/cc)1our category and who are not

#::e.:°er:p::Co°fr::fo#:=teot::a:omuenndt.a¥:LnLCL:'#oC:aim

`/;#FSch:aa:S;z:e:I:,:rbt:age:]i:n;:ue:b:::ue::t£:B:rs¥:hi:g;S;an£[:°:cnene

\gteuaotToenr;#hdestrseAs.jEf{tsh:h:so;srtgua:pdetc£:to;Lha:;:::a,
tinguishes Brazil from the United States is the fact that
in Brazil there is  `
in the United States one

against appearance', while
rffliE6 aTainstc)rigins'

The validity of this claim can b€5r6aetedirw'Eipply
it to the Brazilians who look black; in their case, appear-
ance and origin cannot meaningfully be separated and
the  distinction is therefore foun`d to be false.

There is a further element involved in this distinction:  the
existence of `prejudice' may be admitted, but not the
action to which it leads -that is, `discrimination'.
`Prejudice.' is a state  of mind while  `discrimination'  in.

volves prejudicial actic>n, so  that prejudice need not
necessarily be followed by discrimination nor be con-
comitant with it. People can thus be prejudiced without
translating their prejudices into  discriminatory action,
i::;1?o:t:¥a:::d;§!;ne¥3:i:n!n:::i:a;ts::V:ee;trh:e;::i:±!:c:;#n;sridpe¥:a[:

inadvisable to indulge in overt discrimination, refuge
may be taken in the explanation that it is prejudice, not
discrininatictn, which exists. In the Brazilian case in
particular, although it is often admitted that a certain
amount of prejudice is felt against dark persons,  it is
claimed that such prejudice does not involve actual
discrinination.

It is argued further that this prejudice is not really
directed against darker people as such (that is, not on
the basis of their colour), but rather against their low
position in society (that is, their socio-economic standing):
The blacks, having originally been brought to Brazil as
slaves, were of course at the very bottom of the socio-
economic and, by implicatic)n, political pyramid; and
with the abolition of slavery in  1888, they were immedi-
ately thrown into a competitive socio-economic situation
for which they were quite unprepar:.d and, hence, they

\ were handicapped even before they could begin.]4  As

poor. The expression gener"5TeE-in Brazil

individuals b`egin to move up-economically, it would be
assumed that, with their value enhanced, those blacks
and dark people who began to acquire technical and
professional sldlls could gradually move away from the
base and edge upwards in the socio-economic pyramid.
If, then, the majority of blacks and dark-skinned people
remained at the very base -as has happened - this
would not necessarily be regarded as having a.cormection
with their appearance  and racial origins; instead the
assumption would be that they were E!±£fering because

to characterize
meaning that

this phenomen is `money whitens',

kn_|i_t_er_e[i¥b
of dark colour acquires

uy himse`lf -Gut of- the black
category; because, the  argu-

ment goes, along with money-com`e all. the social benefits
which are commonly >associated with whiteness and
s'uc.cess in Brazil.

The reality, on\e again, is more complex. For example,
the  experience of one  black professional in Salvador
Bahia (the city with the largest recognizable black popu-
lation in B.razil)  attests to  the fact that for blacks profes-

§#:og±C:i#ns=faldsefic:One:r::.Sstantjrsma:iyn:iealcwds?¥S

£¥::::::i:::=a£+ffatifenc±dfi¥8:e;:s¥:tt::Fd:Sn'[;f
become invis.ible-simply because he has acquired some
wealth.ts  Of course it -is unlikely that many blacks will be
ai;i€To accumulate wealth, and therefore some of the
exceptional few who do may be accepted within the fold.
Because of their small numbers and because  they have
achieved a certain measure of success within the existing
system, such people are  not\ _l_ikely to upset  the overall

patt`ern_of_relationships between whites and blacks.

i:£e::££:nyttohfcnhg:1:e±n!g:?heepB[aettaerrenF:;eti[ek::#::n-
which they have been admitted:  firstly, because their
success and inclusion in `white' society,is  proof  of their

pers.onal abilities; and secondly, because it is unlikely
that they will criticize the system which has just accorded
them so signal an honour. They thus become captives
of the situation and are often called upon to testify tct    .
the efficacy of the `racial democracy' which has enabled
them to reach their relatively hich positions.

This is one example of how most observers of the
Brazilian racial scene can be,  and have been, seduced by
outward appearances. Also contributing to the image of
racial equality is the mingling of the races in the streets
and public places-where people of the most beautiful
colour combinations are  to b.e seen, and in the  shanty-
towns Oral/g/¢s). There also seems to be a general
acceptance of the myth that the Portuguese somehow
managed foiiiitiale good race relations in Brazil, in spite
of th-eir own history- as slavetraders` and the inegalitarian
nature of their own society.

The Portuguese are said to have been much less bigoted
than their Anglo-Saxon counterparts in North America
abc)ut mingling their blood with that of Indian and

93±ggrqd|n±p=`t_±ewhite

\   African slave-women. Furthermore, the Catholic religion
is thoucht to have had a humanizing influence c)n the
slave-masters, in that it recognized the humanity of the
slave and the possibility that he had a soul which cc)uld
be saved. Along with this ecclesiastical recognition that
the slave was not wholly without human rights in the
secular sphere, his rights were acknowledged in law. Thus,
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1acomplaintagainsthisma;ter,couldnottestifyincourt,
land,evenifhewerefreed,hisfreedomwassubjectto

revocation at his ex-master's discretion. .Furthermore,
since Brazilian society was governed and led by slave-
ormers themselves for the greater part of the period
durfug which slavery was le-gal in B`razfl (it--;-a; ;-6i;bol-
ithed until  1888), it would be naive to expect that these

) Slave-owners would be concerned about the legal rights
ofslaveswhen:uchconcernwouldnotonlydamage
arm economic interests but would alsct undermine the
Tery system upon which their power had been built.

'! Bffifl, she is in fact commonly spoken of and treated

!jaasinpeb¥Eesde;::[[j¥£easp::e°a£::bietatnodmp:::isecru:eus:;:glees

werebrouthtupbyherandwhoclaim,forthatreason,to
be free from  racial prejudice. What appears to have been
forgotten here is the fact that the mGe prGf¢ was looked

t##:£::s(:;]ai::p:£ethne:)f's::t°inn::::i]yh:rymma::eyr';ho

upon with affection because of her fidelity and service to
her master and his family, regardless of her own wants or
comfort; her counterpart was to I)e found in the Southern
United States as the `black mammy' or.`Aunt Jemimah'.
Andalthouthmutualaffectionmichthaveexisted,her
role was flmly fexed and there was no question of her
eS:?tffr3£Eofi:#£_udTal%bea.e%firsfio:£##a=Si'ee6imi?o;p*

racial discrinination in Brazfl -particularly when one
remembersthat,inthisrole,hfr.i¥t±±iia±feelingsas
m^+ha,  +-t`^-.  _--._    _1_.,1

i;:sl:,r))    iii

The sexual relationship between the slave-master and hisI stares was, moreover, intrinsically unequal. With few

I'unguese women in the colonies, it was not uncomnion
-ifet the male colonists should have had sexual relations

tezbtheirslavewomenwho,of course,wereinnoposi-
iin to repulse their master's advances. Such behaviour
rid t)e common even in the case of slave-masters who
edhave European wives\A slave-woman, t)eing in a
-jt, unprotected and `inferior' position, was con§ideled
ky iphite males to be easy prey; this view of her has
Bed, throuth succeeding generations, to include her
descendants even today. The mw/¢f¢, who is the subject
chfmany popular Brazilian songs, is the living example
of this:  despite the contention that she is the symbol of

ekJyvi,,`
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es a sexual partner, but unsuitable as a wife. The term

ife ten `black' ®rG/a or #eGT¢), whic`h is co£;i-d-;-r°ed un-
tmplinentary. For this reasoli, in a magazine claiming
to present the `hottest m«/afas in Brazil', some of the
wunen photographed were obviously black but had been

g£:`ge"j:;¢e'ir:nd::[6doedwFoe:nat::eaog]]re[::rcto£:i#]:'suR,o,I
de Janeiro' contest - a prelininary raund io-i-in; -.-invis-s`.V I ;
Bfazil' contest -some other clubs threatened to with-        I
dew from the competition. They seemed to fear that if   ; '
2z"/af¢ was allowed to enter the contest that year,
fa t)efore long really black girls might join as well.17
1± is clear from  this that while mw/¢f¢S may be considered
sEitable as dancers during carnival-time, they are not
fulcht to be proper representatives of Brazilian beauty,
rfuse epitome is generally considered to be moreun
•Hbumt in appearance but not actually black or very
L<).

praises sung to the "%/afa in many Brazilian songs
cot, either, reflect the
bLek women in Brazil. Most m%/¢f¢s have to work

position of the majority of-dark

hisemaids and cooks in a clearly-defined role which
essentially unchanged despite the acts of friend-

on the part of their employers. Here t_oo, a historical
dent is cited in an attempt to show how warm

ifendly master-slave relatians have been in Brazil: the

¥TEEEF¥e¥|fl'edr+
othertoherownchildren,afidia-hTaEi;+ca

qu+TryThfiji-

this, however, is not to dispute the existence of a few
Brazilianswhohavepubliclyexpoundedviewscontrary
to the accepted traditional, official and popular concept
of Brazilian race relations. The works of people like
FlorestanFemandes,whocarriedoutapioneerstudyof

t=E„i:\£o:i:a^t('Sg_ne^S_£rfchbse:%¥ecnapfthaalckos£_aBnrdaz%)i:fit-ki3Sg%c::a:

with the Frencli scholar, Roger Bastide, bave examined
inanewandcriticalwaytheBrazilian`racialdemocracy'

#e#:S„u¢b#c?ee£;d¥°dreksdi::::fg`nagn€#fee#;g~Z,do°"fee
P¢Sf,20  Florestan  Fernandes  has  raised  serious  questions
about  racialism  in Brazilian  society.  Following  in his
footsteps,  Otavio  Ianni and  Fernando Henrique  Cardoso

EEL_:=_2fndfe.d~aolouTandsocialMobili-ii%-hi5r£;`;
po/I.s,21  and  Costa Pinto has examined the  conditions of
The Negro  in Rio  de ]aneiro.22

All  these  works share  a recognition  of the  marginal
position  of the  black in Brazilian society as a result of
several major factors. The most important of these is the
factthatabolitionofslaverywasnotaccompaniedby

:%emoe:Seu::Salwt:frhsvyin°:]]:]ffiayb]ceo#;eet:;[S;:V:ntd°rtaapk[ediay
expanding economy; thus he was left handicapped and
unable to compete with even the newly-arrived immi-

8;asn::fpr:u|o?urope.Thishasbeenespeciallytrue

Throuth the work of Florestan Fernandes and others,

(av%:![ca:srtea:esnttefn[,StE:]£:i,reGS:gc#oBnreasz2`3[;::ns:auvfrry
evidence has t)een presented to show the true nature of

I Brazilian race relations, both in the past and today; yet
I the old myths are still believed by Brazilians as well as
`foreigners. For instance, it is often said in Bahian intellec-

tual circles that the analyses and conclusions of Femandes
and the `S5o Paulo group' are applicable only to the
southern part of Brazil, where it is said relations are much
worse than in the north-east (i.e., Bahia itself); the differ-

:nceisattributedtothegreatern.umberofnewEuropean
Immigrants in the.s9uq, who ?re thouth[ to have brought
+1`  ^=_  ___±..  J±  _   _their prejudices with them.

Ftacial  or socio.economic prejudice?

The work of Donald Pierson, the American sociologist
whowroteNegroesinBrazii:thehis;;;;i;;;;-;ob;;act



I.„ I?r4z[.J, and that of the well-known Bahian social
scientist Thales de Azevedo,24  may be said to represent
the Bahian school of which holds that,

ended,re±g±Lonsbetweenwhitesand!!±g!;kian_d
all those

been-determinedprinarn7bTJ social and economic

¥g:-s¥#a¥5g,9i`]±;tse::f-£°auT:6fTfioq;u`:£t-:~::s
;o6E as-Elj6`6+lack-s ind' da-rk Brazilians improve their low
socio-economic status they will have no further problem
in integrating fully into society. This school of thoucht
agrees that there are rich and poor people and that the
overwhelming majority of rich people are white, while

~ most of the blacks are poor, so that a rich black man
becomes an `honorary white' and a poor white man is
considered to be `black'.

Two important I)oints are to be noted here. The first is
the acceptance of the view prevalent in Brazil that to be
white is desirable and that `whiteness' should be triT

bnfi;rTuaTaiF
blffi-daiETTrii-se-coiia-p-oint;boTGITthiischoolof

£°¥#5uV|?c:fg::ntshTei:;°-:o°c{:.::fop=:-#l¥t{#
giv'ith±eifela+k-_6.a

eventu al goal

whicifeienLs_ t-o b a rae-nTffie a
which, nevertheless, no racism or racial  discrimi-
nation. Adopting this point of vievi ni6-afis tfiaiiTn7 ~
prejudice against,  and negative stereotyp.es about, blacks
- and their lack of participation at levels other than

#]eal°aw£:i£::azodf]i:s::#::%tiocfe:¥F#ay
ln August  1971, a leading Bahian newspaper carried an
article entitled:  `Where is Prejudice - in colour or in
social position?' -thus putting the emphasis on prc/.wc!i.ce,
and not discrimination. In this article the existence of

prejudice was admitted, even in the form of rtzci.a/
prejudice; however, it was added as usual that such pre-
judice has much more to  do with class than with race.
The article further admitted that some racism did exist,
along with commctn racist expressions like `He is black
bt/f intelligent'; `A black man with a white soul' ; and, of
course, the ubiquitous question 'Would you let j;owr
dauchter marry a black man?' A black maid was then
quoted as saying:  `My white bosses treat me well but I
know my place.' The article also quoted Professor Thales
de AZBvedo who referred to the greater number of inter-
racial marriages taking place and said that he himself
believes racial prejudice is on the decrease; that is, there
are now fewer obstacles in the way of `people of colour'
who wish to move towards integration in the whitg,
class-based society,  and that there is even a greater
tendency towards such integration. `Racial prejudice is
something children learn from their elders; so, if it can
be leaned, it can also be unleamed', the writer of this
newsp ap er article affirmed, concluding: `The co# frJ.bz/fi.o7!
of people of colour in various fields of art, popular music,
theatre, the a:Its. and especially in fiootball, where they
have become idols, will I)ermit greater racial integration
with less sensatic)n'2S  (Author's emphasis throughout).
The linitations imposed on black people will be evident
from the fact that their `contribution' is confined to the
worlds of entertainment and football, which are quite
remote from the decision-making areas of the Brazilian
socio-economic and political structures.

The I)rocess of `whitening' is, of course, occurring in a
more literal sense throuch more frequent inter-marriage
and miscegenation which in tine will make it increasing

difficult to distingivish with certainty those who have
black origins. This tendency towards `whitening' is em-
bodied in the Brazilian policy of I)rcr#gwG¢mc#fo (whiten-

:i}'e.:¥pTu¥±;;g;h¥eeadn¥;t£:anzt|Taunedal]m=£et¥e_:::i:?
tyf)e; certainly the encouragement  g_iven  to  Euro_pean
jriig±tlon will coritribute to this end.
In a society which officially denies all existence of
discrinination, accusations of racially discriminatory
acts can be countered by the offender in two ways.
If black or dark people complain that they are-experi-
encing racial discriminatio.n with r.egard to educational
and employment opportunities, or housing, reasons
other than the most obvious are advanced in explanation.
For example, one finds that the expression boa ¢parG#c!.a
(good appearance)  recurs in advertisements for salesmen,
shop assistants, secretaries and other positions which
involve contact with the public. It is commonly accepted
that this expression means that the applicant.is more
likely to be successful if he is white or near-white. There    ?±
is nothing actually illegal about including the requirement  rfiiELso I
boa czporG"c/.cz, and the employer can always say that            I dr rJI
discrimination on the basis of race or colour was far from  |t±Sha
his mind. In one instance, the owner of a boarding house
in Salvador` Bahia, who was advertising for lodgers
stipulated that people who were unemployed or darke
skinned need not apply; this restriction, he  explained,
arose simply from his concern fc)r the well-being of his
other lodgers who, in the past, had had occasion to
complain about the behaviour of blacks in his boarding
house. He agreed, however, to accept as a lodger any
black applicant who could prove his ability to pay the
rent.  `Rich blacks' were therefore eligible, but whites or

:ue:i-:¥{::satpeE]t£.%gntsw°uldnotneedtoundergoany

A second type  c)f reaction often elicited by  accusations
of discrimination is one of great shock at the discovery
of unfair practices; and it is pointed out that such
behaviour is completely contrary to the Brazilian tradi-
tion of race relations:  `How could any Brazilian do such  ;
an inhuman thing which goes against the very grain of        I
°thueri:;I;:[ofceemo°fctr£:ya?:t:.rd;:ct;mTnflago#as:I.2S7h°u]dbear

In  1970 the BBC  televised a  documentary `Panorama'

programme on race relations in Brazil which submitted
that racial discrimination did exist. Following this an
official protest was made to the BBC by the Brazilian
government, and the Brazilian press was aroused.28
Great exceptic)n was taken to the fact that no black
Brazilian had been interviewed on the programme, and
that it was a black American girl (i.e., a foreigner) whc)
had talked about discrimination. A columnist for` the
magazine a Crwze!.ro wrote:  `It is unfair of the BBC to
accuse us of racial discrimination when we have the
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pride of being the only truly multi-racial society created   :,=g:h
in the tropics by the white man'.                                                .of the BBl

=%: wisp:I::nntop:i`:ctf eBTfrif:adnfi:FbTeenpirn°tteer:ti.e:::.      7ife black

Ieaction o-enreprisals against thefh. Two notable exceptions are
Abdias do Nascinento and Gurreiro Ramos, who, apart



lto live outside Brazil since the military takeover of 19'64.
Abdias do Nascinento is a playwricht, author and founder
of the Experinental Black Theatre in Rio de Janeiro
(which he organized in  1944). He has been uncompro-
mising in his denunciations of what he calls the
Kafkaesque nafure' of the racial situation,  and has
lectured at the State University of New York at Buffalo
in the United States as well as the Department of African
languages and Literature, University of |fe,   Nigeria.29
After `pressures exercised by the powers that be', he was

L=n±do:r£:grpore£:?st:8dp€:]etrusr:t&£si9#odl977
amther interesting point was raised during the protest
dke=ied against the BBC:  the claim that the white man
Eedcreateda`worldinthe_F±ii5:I ls,infa5.rffiJ
drinant and most pctpular con-a`aprof-Brazilian race
rfetions, as orchestrated by the establishment sciciolo€ist
Ghetto Fteyre (Th? Ma~st_e_rs_ _gnd the-S|a.ves; New Wo;ld
i die rlop[.as). Freyre's vivid descriptions of life in
air Slave-master's house, and the affectionate relations
be±n master and slave, have been highly effective in
e5anishing Brazil's `reputation' as a multi-racial society

EL+d:ar:jsp:;=[h#T£.rEu#5::%r%:ea_:I:eEgg[±o±f:Paving
l)eeni-uledtaiiniFrpEiFtirLa-L±¥s=P-r6af

their

IE-lves

ble attitude towards miscegenation:  they mated
with their slaves, producing the mw/of# -symbol

Brzfl. No one can discuss race relations in Brazil
t paying due attention to Freyre's views but his
h, limited as it is, i.s.adopted without question by

rmjority of Brazilians.31  It must be added: however:
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E`-en in Brazil itself the Freyre approach is  ques-
a by some historians and socic)logists; but so

e are his views generally -and so convenient to
ters of tlie status quo - that both Brazilians and
ers tend to accept this as a quasi-c)fficial desclip-

rfu6fBrazilian
assayqu_gthat`N_eg.ritud~e'(i_.9.I.bJafckLjius-ciou~s-

race relations. In June  1.9_7_12 Prfyre~wis

anongAfricansandj-eopl3Qfr-Air-ic-a-nTTa-escLgQt)_i5
nat{erhowitjsdef±ned,,`a,mysticismwhich`h-a;ri6,

in Brazil'. This is an effective way of reasserting the
ional explanation of the `racial demociacy' th~e-ct~ryr

froly shutting the door on possible `deviations' fr-om
xptude, according to Freyre, may be relevant for
people of Africa who as a result of `tribal' divisions
the years could use it to strengthen national con-

ess and encourage political integration:  it micht
be beneficial to black Americans who are seeking

~ identity. As far as the black Brazilian is concerned,
er, he thinks this movement has no relevance at all.

Fleyre, Brazil is a land made up principally of mixed

=i;bthrindjccg;t°uur::32W[hn°i[;V7e2t.£8ett::rw°ans:qf:?us
tEE! BBC.3`3

Ehack Brazilian's position in white-dominated Brazil
from that of blacks in similar societies elsewhere

to the extent that the official Brazilian ideology
-discrinination - by not reflecting the reality and,

by camouflaging it - achieves wjt#owf fc#s!.o7!
rae results as do overtly racist societies. As for the

of the black Brazilian himself to a critical
ent of his position, it must be remembered that

black and dark Brazilians have been colonized and
broutht up to accept the `new world in the tropics' myth,
so that they show signs of discomfort at any open and
contrc)versial discussion of the subject. More impc)rtantly,
they have been encouraged to believe that they are the
most fortunate blacks in the New Wc)rld - especially in
comparison with the `poor black North American' -and,
perhaps for that reason, they faithfully observe the`etiquette' of race relations and will readily point out the

brotherly feelings which exist between them and white
Brazilians. Of course,  an essential element in this attitude
is the black's long-ten subjection to racial stereotypes
promulgated by the whites. Having_been inposed upon
the black man for so long, these negative images of hin-
self have come to be accepted by hin as being true.

Those blacks and dark people who have been successful
are regularly cited as evidencing the equality of oppctr-
tuhity which is said to exist in Brazil. Thus, because of
his acceptance of the orthodox line, Pel6, the `King of
Football', was an invaluable ally of the Brazilian authori-.
ties, constantly used to demonstrate the validity c)f their
`racial democracy' propaganda. He himself claimed

that there is no racism in Brazil and that he personally
had never experienced any acts against hmself which
could be construed as racist. Pel6 happens to be the best
known of these tokenist `honourable exceptions', but
he is by no means the only one. There are others in the
world of football and entertainment who, having them-
selves succeeded, avoid making any controversial

pronouncements abc>ut the racial situation. It is not that
these people lack racial consciousness; it is just that they
prefer not to put themselves in the firing line. Thus
Pel6 can talk about racism in the United States and
declare his agreement with the politics of Muhammad Ali,
yet at the same tine he cannot see that sinilar tactics

ra;gibdeo:gunaoutye::s:I;:a£:sec':uBnrta#b;Ceatu£Snej]agf;;I,il:.
too was called a `dirty black bum' by an official during a
civic ceremony in a provincial town. In `[etirement'
he has moved to the United States.

E!±±i_tJfsn sai_dJj2ipel6Jhat..`No black person in the whole
world has done in_oie to.b_reak racial barriers. He who
cTa-ps hind`s for Pel6 claps hands for black people.'3S  It is
diffiicult to see how this s_ta±e_ment could bejustified:
applau;e~for a football player is in no way a denial of
racist or discrininatory practices in societ_y. In fact a black
sportsman or musician may`be req`uirTed to play for audi-
e-nceTfrom whi6fi blacks have been deliberately excluded;
the players themselves are present to provide entertain-
ment for the white audience who,i in return, may deign to

:Semn[:ettheeflea:ka:1,asye:Sb::sTR]:nc:uobfhth°rs;ehaonwdevmejrg:*[ii`:apcseest.3qtebasicrelationshipbetweenthewhiteandb|ack

What however about the black person who, althouth
relatively successful, begins operdy to question the
assumptions of `racial democracy' in Brazil? How does

ih££:i:tayftreersnpo°onnd?baTpheer:f3°7]]°Wingappearedin4Tarde,
`jlyc#fesivcgr4s a}lack Fronts) -A new problem -Why? Men of

colour and Brazil -Bahia and artificial problems -Anachronistic
Impertinence . . .   The problem does not exist. It is new, it is
imagined, it is not real'.'  The article further maintained that
it had always been a cause of surprise and admiration to
foreigners visiting B razil that any differentiation ( discrimi-



nation) based on race (colour) was absent and that the
black person, by virtue  of his intelligence and ability,
could freely  reach any position including the highest
offices i`n the political hierarchy, administration and com-
merce; and that this had been the case even before the
abolition of slavery. There was therefore no need for
`black fronts'  in Brazil. The  idea was  an artificial  one,

foreign-inspired, and it would only serve to upset the
harmony of Brazilian (and Bahian) race relations.

This article was written in response  to the launching in
the  1930s of 4 I;.rc#re Negro BrasileiraB`raLZ- PFuian

:rredaet:t#e;o#;_e:

(The BlackFTHREiTrfeTREso-s?|ndto
andec6fro~mic

all., The  Front gained considerable
subF6riTn-d~wT=gTst6redwithth;supremeElectoral
Tribunal as a political party. But its political activities
were suspended following a coup  d'6tat and when  the
ban was eventually lifted,  it re-emerged without its

political programme; the emphasis was placed instead
on organising cultural and recreational  activities.  How-
ever, in its original announcement about the  opening of
a branch in Bahia, a spokesman had said that the Front
was an  `organization with  the principal objective  c)f
educating and socializing the race'  and that `in  the  field
of political action, we will vote for black candidates'.

Jorge Amado, hinself a Bahian and a leading Brazilian
author, now world-famous for his vivid accounts of
Bahian life, wrote in P¢sfGrcs dcz IVoz./c (Shepherds of
the Night):
`Any child could have blue eyes, even when its father is black,

because it is impossible to separate and classify the various
bloods in a child born in 13ahia. A blond appears amongst

mulatos and a little black among whites. This is how we are.'38

Despite the extensive racial inixing which characterizes
Bahia, it is nevertheless true that there is so great an
obsession witli whiteness or near-whiteness among Bahians
that a term exists ~ b).a#c`o d4 Bafez.a (Bahian white)  - to
describe a near-white person who would be offended if he
were referred to as a "z//crro, although strictly speaking
the latter might be  a truer description.39  Similarly, in the
streetsofBaF[aL±±s±nu§|a±sigitgfaioH.le.d_riw±.fr6in

;-ra'6€7c-olo-u-rspectrumwillcause

fgufr;=Tfigg-¥atJoeREife#
oppg¥_ite_polesqf_q±
passLirs-ky
even such
illogically:  `Baliia is  too traditional; patterns of relation-

:[£E{;£tq:a:s?.E9behaviourhavenotrespondedtochanges

Even in the streets of Sao Paulo, however - a sophisti-
cated metropolis and the economic capital of Brazil -
identical reactions to  the sight of such racially-mixed
couples are noticeable; indeed a Baliian would comment,
`In Sao Paulo and in  the South there is more  racism

generally, It would be more accurate  to sa
Baliia, relationships ha_¥!

#cC-kh;a|iigpe#ygwith
wirit65inTi-IaE§e`S-ca`fe-fo-r-skilledjobs). of this
increased competition with whites some of the subtler
racisti;FaTatTcas'ri-aJ6-giveiiivaylo-m6F6T6reftiii5HifeTsta-
tions ofiaFi?in:-`-+--`           -I                 c~                 .      _

These more pr.on_ouqiceg racist practices in  the  Sc)uth are
commonly attributed to the presence  the-re-oT large-
numbers c)f non-Iberian European inmigranfs (Germans,

Italian_sij±Ln4J2i§±_E±±±gEgajrfedus4gscendants,whc)
are thoucht to

lF1.oresiiri
have However,

has demonstrated that, far from
this being so, the immigrant who comes to Sao Paulo is
much more likely to be influenced by the existing patterns
of interracial relationships which he finds there.  In Sao
Paulo,  for instance, there have been  different stages _iEJ_he
whiteinmigrant'.s_r&1ajiojrsJiru2_withblacks.Initially291ere
has b.eon s.one feeling ofsolidarit_y between them since        ,
both±!!:e.rejindif_fe_r_entsepfes,.o_u£_sjdersinBrazilian
society. In time, however, as the inmigrant raised him-
self i-rom his initially lovy socio-economic position, he'
realized that c-oirii=d-aFso-c-iation with blacks retarded
his o.wn upward mo-6ility. At this point he tended ta seek

::i:eaYibYehi;:tinhdfsn:rp-?ohv!et:::;::dmss::nbcee£:.8,more

:;:Fet!:i?eoi=t::g:ienTi:::Ee-t-!,'e±oE-segaen:?::::I:eo:!ity
encouragement and inspiration, for lie is known to have
arrived only recently. and- with .nothing and yet, in a com-
paratively short perjg,d, has managed to better his situa+-
tion_. On the other hand, the white inmigrant's success
reinforces the blacks' existing suspicions and doubts:  why
can the white immigrant advance so quickly when theyT
as Brazilians, have not succeeded in doing so despite  all
their efforts; is not this proof c)f the prejudice an-d discrim-
ination against them as blacks?42  To say that they are
victims of a competitive class society which places the
highest premium  of saleable skills is  true. But this over-
looks the fact that the vast majority of blacks were
handicapped b9fore they could even begin tg_compete
with their fellow Brazilians in the priv_ate enter_prise
economyan4.thatrtheycontinuein±h_iij!9`sitiqu,b_ecause
of their colour. Simply to group them with other poor
members Qf s6ciety (though undoubtedly they  do share
mc)st of their problems)  is merely to avoid acknowledging
the special problems experienced by the blacks today in
an environment of confirmed racism. An important study,
confining the critical economic importance of racial
discrimination, but operating through social relations,
was published in  1975  by R. Penn Reeve.  In a small town
of 21,000, he  found that blacks  occupied  1% of higher
status  (clerical,  skilled,  managerial,  semi-professional)

jobs, although they  comprised  157o of the population.
Conversely, whi'tes, who made up  c)nly 20%  of the popu-
lation, occupied 55% of these occupations.43  ivewswcck,
reporting another study,  quoted that  only 5%  of Brazil's

Fn!i;t3a;oyo°ff:LoCL::Sgewsetruedbe[::sifa°nLy2%OftheciviLservice,

Brazil, of course, is  a rigidly-stratified society within
which upward mobility is quite difficult for all members
of the proletariat. Nepotism is ]ie{v_qs_i.v_?`as. of course,
the most secure way of retaining any economic or social
status and influence; this, too, hinders social in_obility
and equal accg?s to employment at almost any level.
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`. Decision-maklng and effective power remains-the preroga. :  And th
tive ofa tiny elite; this was traditionally composed of         ,I  soneu
the large land-owners but now includes new members         :  airide:

.:, ire maidrawn from industry, the armed forces, the church and

i::eo]iedcatruya]sSc£:ot,::£abcou|ttfe5S#of:fnfd;eersaj:fue]St';:[pt:i::i::d
is iuiterate, and with a literacy bar most adults excluded
from the ruling class are not even permitted to vote
during elections.  Furthermore,  since April  1964 the
country has been ruled by a military elite and there
political parties operate strictly within a framework
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es injthe    endangering the `honour' of Brazil are greatly harassed,
|y, there    and most of this group have been forced to go into exile
since          in Europe or elsewhere on the American continent.
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dictated by the armed forces. Many of the people who
were actively involved in politics and in administrative
and economic plauning between 1960-1964 were deprived
of their political richts - others have been who were
thoucht to have  `leftist, demagogic' leanings. Those sus-

aristcoracy, academics, workers, artists and othefs -
politically and ideologically at variance thouch they
migbt t)e -vis-i-vis the plicht.of the black Brazilian:
for their own reasons they all refuse to recognize that
the special problems a black person encounters as a
resillt of his colour and his heritage require special
solutions. Those who suppc)rt the status quo - because
ifey remain the chief beneficiaries of the inegalitarian    ,
socio-political and economic systems and are concerned
zhoiit Brazil's image abroad -find it highly desirable
that no challenge is made to the status quo. The attitude
ofsiich people is that_`Brazil is a racial democracj-a-nd-`-
de subject is not open to discussion'.

ca their part politically and socially conscious intellec-

=e:rr::::S;,2:°t8hr:Sgs:::ssjenc::°unas[t%:h::#:rscohc{ao:d
-mic and political structures, and want a just and
Ggmarian society with benefit§ and opportunities

=¥je:u;n:e!;uP:¥ay:#ancfdF9g:e;;j#inr:=;e¥yc#h,e
preferential) treatment would be to deviate from the
rfu course of reform. They certainly are not among
ds who believe that Brazil is a racial democracy, and
try7 would agree that there is great prejudice as well
g discrimination diracted against the blacks; but they
Eifeve that society as a whole must be seen and analyzed
iidass terms. For this reason they regard blacks as part
aFthe large sub-proletariat and not as a separate group
Eiedting sp ecial treatm ent.

=neieajjso:,:S[id#ou+:5a:a:efB#,i:h:-uatn:uTs:::£:£:[5i:I:i';:
drt racial prejudice a
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nd djscrinination
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function of social and economic status alone. Such
people believe in the `money whitens' phenomenon, but
unlike the second group, they do not se`e their society

I in terms of class and consequently do not think iriie`rms-         L  '          ,    __  __-:  ---.  `-`--+.  --V`-`J

of restmcturing it a-s a whale in a more egali`tarian way.

eroga.   .cnd the blacks themselves? Those who have attained
)f           scme upward economic and social mobility wc)uld also
rs            divide among the three categories above -probably with

i tie majority in the third, simply because c6ntinued

=t::::rg¥aTn£:=ji:S£:#n9-::i:::a¥nn:`isL:¥:I:i:
-omic and social positions -and the vast majority
came into this category - range between those who are
tryful, trusting that the future will bring an inprove-
-t in their position, or more probably in that of their
cEdren and grandchildren; those who a* convinced that
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racism exists and is responsible for their continued low
position in society; and those who regard these questions
as irrelevant to their daily lives.  `And that,  in itself, is a
problem', according to John Hendk Clarke, the black
historian.

The future

On 7 July  1978 the first demonstration within living
memory against racism took place in Sa:o Paulo. Five
thousand people met together, organized by the Unified
Black Movement Against Racial Discriniination, and
parallels were inmediately drawn with events in the

a:£tBerdazs:,?£Sptree:§yreeapr:rat::;e£]Tt:1:?6[]ghper::'ma:#:tuegh
cause had been an overt act of discrimination at a sports
clul), but this had been only one of a series of reported
incidents.

Whether this unique event win be repeated win depend
not only on the awakening consciousness of discrimina-
tion among the black people, but also in Brazil's role in
the world, and particularly its relations with the United-:£t]e:::tdufftn;;akBon¥:tT[¥eegf%£:=f:alir#g:grese

;eo:1;:fip:oi!¥eat?o*g-s;:icfi;:-CET:e;:-i;I:o::a:I;::e;s#eyifeto
commanding presence of African culture in Brazil, and
the official respect and honc)ur paid it, were behind the
reasoning. Brazil alsc) sought to become a spokesman
for the Third World in international fora. Between 1973
an.d  1975, Brazil recognized Guinea-Bissau before notify-
ing Portugal, and led other nations in recognizing the
MPLA as the sole and legitimate government in Angola.
The independence of Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and
especially Angola had a direct impact on Brazil, but its
intensity and long-term effect cannot yet be assessed.
It is reasonable to predict a role for Brazil in Lusophone
Africa on account of commonality of culture and her
capacity to offer technical assistance:  and some Angolans
have  taken refuge in Brazil.47

The effects on the blacks in Brazu -`now increasingly
called Afro-Brazilians - remains to be seen. While there
is an increasejLn the symbolism  o,f b_13c_k_r9sjst.a.T!ce, in
music and dress, for example, it cannot be assumed that

:[Lug:££Otrmw:;e.:pnr;rae:z`£fiiceasizta]:{OAn;I:_E]r:££rarf
heritage -perhaps to an extent unacceptable  to  the
Brazilian government. Heated argu.mept§ have `enierged

.::°c:|8[CzSssj!t]}t:a:[sacta'±C::s:oz:::C:a;un§2ese¥:iy_|#;'[Cv_e:sf[r:::n[1tty

The comparisons with black Americans remain meaning-
ful, despite the overt differences in the nature of racism
as perceived in the US. The American historian, Carl
Degler, demonstrated that there is much more to be
compared about the two situations than is suggested by
posing them as opposities.48  An increasing number of
North American schc)lars have turned their attention to
Afro-I.atin Americans, in the wake of the development of
ethnic and black studies programmes. The spectre of
Black Power and concomitant race hatred remains a

:trrs:ffti:::r::t:|Ej:£::ce::]r:I;°g:a*]o¥#Ae:1:::as:ht:i:rs
The government response might weu be repressive.
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in this connection, precisely because
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those that propelled the  1978 demonstration, are taken
more seriously,and radicalize more blacks, perhaps this

:;eetc¥#REe±bB#¥±:££:tnt
t;6t-ics~6-f`co-nfrontation adopted by blacks in the US have
proved themselves appropriate for a relationship  that was
adversarial.As,mostblack__B_re;zilia_nitbemselxp_s`a_c_cept

£:hm#da¥ra*Sepp£?c#ythues-:f:`:.-%:tc£-ei]a:¥,ecs
as are generated will be specific  to Latin America, but

paradoxically the impetus towards their development
will be set in an international context whether the govern-
ment of the day likes it or not, as Brazil  seeks  to  clain
a major power role.
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EatTwo:

I  RACE   F!ELATloNS  IN   CONTEMPORARY  CUBA

fry Or.  Lourdes Casal

It is the purpose  of this  report  to  attempt  to  draw a
crferent picture of the status of blacks in pre- and post-
ndutionary Cuba and an analysis of the changes which
Le transpired since the Revolution. Both tasks are
ifer difficult and fraught with perils. First of all, the
dEedptive task is hard, given the scarcity of systematic

about the status of blacks in post-revolutionary
and the lack of appropriate attitudinal surveys.

The  task of comparing the present position  of blacks
with the pre-revolutionary society is even harder, because
the paucity of contemporary `hard' data is more than
matched by the lack of reliable, serious studies of race
relations in pre-1959  Cuba.

In spite of significant ethnological and folkloric  works,
there is a remarkable lack of empirical  studies on race
attitudes and race discriinination in Cuba from the
vantage point of the socioloBst or the social psycholctgist.
Even solid historical investigations of race relations are
scarce:  among the few exceptions,  a history of th61912
race war which illuminates otherwise obscure aspects

:i:a::sr,:LL?:::grsa:Luv:):Et:h=pet:r2L¥ny:aarsm°ofs{hr:E:rpkuabb]LJ:'L
exemplar of scholarly research, Verena.Martinez-Alier's
historical study of racial attitudes and sexual values in
nineteenth century Cuba3  - an absolutely essential
reference for any student of the evolution of racial
attitudes and female status in Cuba.

Just as important as the paucity of systematic studies or
reliable data, pre-or post-1959, are the difficulties inplied
by the highly charged nature of this topic, in an ideologi-
Gal sense. Any attempt to analyze this issue will inmedi-
ately force us to face complex questions about the
`neutrality' of science and the inmediate socio-political

context in which scientific activity takes place.  For
example, while  discussing race  relations in Cuba,  a seem-
ingly unrelated issue, such as Cuban involvement in Africa,
will inevitably be inplicated. Even if one does not
explicitly refer to Cuba's African activities, whatever one
says about race relations in Cuba becomes an element
in the debate about Cuba's foreign policy. Whatever is
said about the position of blacks in post-revolutionary
society can be used as an indictment of Cuba's positions
(Cuba as a `white' nation, sending its blacks to die in
Africa to get rid of them, as Cuba's detractors would have
it) or as a justification for them (Cuba as an Afro-Hispanic
nation, a mw/¢ffo country, with historical and ethnic
ties to Africa). Furthermore, the comparative analysis of
the position of blacks in pre- and post-revolutionary Cubi
inevitably inpinges c)n the debate abc)ut the Cuban Revo-
lution itself, its nature, characteristics and inpact.
Particularly t)ecause of the paucity of data, it is easy to
distort the `baseline' infomation about the status of
blacks in pre-revolutionary society. Without an adequate
description of this  `baseline', it is not possible to make
a fair judgment of how the status of blacks has changed
since the Revolution. It is my opinion that, given the
characteristics of the pre-revolutionary system of race
relations,  the level of oppression of Cuba's blacks and
the barriers to their mobility have traditionally been
minimized. They have been minimized in the literature
about race relations coming from liberal academicians
in the U.S. (i.e., Nelson Amaro and Carmelo Mesa Lago's
e§say ip Peyol¥tion_any Change in Cuba4) but they w€[e
also mininized in cuba's dominant ideology before the      -
Revolution. These beliefs, about the nc)n-problematic
nature of race relations in Cuba, affected both white and
black in pre-1959 Cuban society. They are part of the
baseline description of race relations in Cuba which I
will have to  outline` later. A position wliich understates
the level of 9ppression of blacks in pre-revolutionary
society will, automatically, tend to minimize the changes
broucht about by the Revolution.

Finally, and to complicate things further, there is the

Footnotes for part two are on page 25



underlying contradiction between an analysis of social
reality in ethnic or culturalistic terms and a class amlysis,
with their host of associated issues, both theoretical and

practical. These  issues range from  questions about the
relationship between ethnic consciousness and class
consciousness to concrete questions of revolutionary
strategy in `Third World countries  or  among  colonized
minorities in developed societies.

In spite of the many difficulties outlined, it seems an
urgent task to attempt to answer, within the confines of a
very linited number of pages, some basic questions about
the position of blacks in post-revolutionary Cuba.  The

questions are:

1') What was the status of blacks in pre-revolutionary
society; and which were the characteristics of the
dominant racial ideology?

2) What impact has the Revolution had upon the status
of blacks in Cuba; and which changes have occurred
at the attitudinal and value levels?

3) Which are the problems in race relations which remain
at present and in which direction does Cuba's society
seem to be moving?

In the attempt to answer these questions, I shall move
freely from hard data to analysis of qualitative materials

(including literary sources) to informal observations of
Cuba's racial realities. Thus, this report is an
`interpretative essay'.

Ral}e  I.elations in  pro.revolutionary  Cuba

As a young black Cuban, many things puzzled me about
the complicated set of rules governing relations between
the races in my country and particularly about the cc)des
which regulated communications on race relations. I  still
remember how I listened, wide-eyed and nauseated, to
the stories - always 'whispered, always told as when one
is revealing unspeakable secrets - about the horrors
committed against my family and other blacks during the
racial war of 1912.  A grand-uncle  of mine was assassinated,
supposedly by orders of Monteagudo, the rural guard
officer who terrorized blacks throuchout the island. Chills
went down my spine when I heard stories about ,blacks
being hunted day and night; and black men being hung by
their genitals from the lamp posts in the central plazas of
small Cuban towns.

The stories terrified me, not only because of their
violence, but because my history books said nothing
about these incidents. The racial war of 1912, in which
thousands of blacks lost their lives was,  at best, a line or
a footnote in the books. And even then, it was dealt with
condescendingly. Typically, it was referred to as  `/a gr(efH.f¢
cJeJ' J2',  (the little war of 1912), as if it had been a minor,

quasi-farcical episode which could be dismissed  or ignored.
And yet, thousands of blacks, both rebels and civilians, had
died in war actions, race riots and massacres.5

#cetesi°*etshtte::£q;odAT:;;Vr:i,T;::'„bqe„C,ia„u;e„t¢h;%s:g:-„eda,
(`there's no problem; nothing has really happened')
attitude about race relations which was communicated to
me, even by my family. The horrifying stories were not
to be told. Only on two or three occasions I managed to
cajole some member of my family into talking about
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these  things.  In general, they seemed to share with the rest
of Cuba in some  sc)rt of gentleman's agreement:  not to
speak `disagreeable' things concerning race.
I could not understand. It seemed aberrant to me, that
memories which were still alive in participants and
witnesses, even in victims and  relatives of victims, could
have been so completely obliterated from the collective
consciousness, so completely erased  from everyday
discourse and from history books.
'Ihis puzzlement led me to an early obsession with the

issue of race  relations in Cuba; an obsession which was
not then academic or scholarly, but a burning set of
questions deeply related t6 my own identity. At t'he same
time, I also answered them in a non-conflictual way:  as
a Cuban of mixed ancestry (white, black and Chinese),
I considered myself to be like Cuba - a mulattress in an
essentially mulatto country. But the questions have
come back many times during my lifetime, in different
guises and with different degrees of urgency.

The typical position with respect to the status of blacks
•#apsi:::::°a`::;°Mneasrayfugbo%?,::C¢:tbyaisac::,e;::jied:c?:nthe

individual and institutional level has always existed to a lesser
degree, both in scope and intensity, than in the United States;"
As variables explanatory of the difference between Cuba
and the U.S.  they mention:  greater intermarriage of the
races, structural difference`s in the institutions of slavery,
the presence - since colonial times - of a larger number
of free Afro-Cubans in Cuba's wars of independence.
Thus, the integration of blacks into Cuban society
allegedly took place at a much faster rate than in  the  U.S.

Another element in this typical position is  the allegations
that racial discrimination in Cuba during the  twentieth
century was mostly (or exclusively)  an upper class

phenomenon and to a. large extent a reflection  of the
orientation of this class towards North American values
and mores. In Masferrer and Mesa-Lago's words:  `The
legal system of the Republic banned all institutional forms of
racial discrimination at the tieginning of the twentieth century.
but subtler ways of discrimination customarily exercised against

Afro{ubans, mainly by the upper class, persisted. These racial

prej udices and discriminatory practices `vere incorporated into
the policies of social clubs and commercial establishments that
catered to  the Cuban high stratum and the American Tourist...'8

This position tends to confuse the issues of legal status
of blacks and the existence of institutional racism which
are relat?d but separate. It is naive in assuming that the
verbal affirmations of equality in legal documents meant
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blacks which cannot be completely explained away by
resorting to historical factors.  Furthermore, there is
evidence  of specific discriminatory  barriers beyond access
to social clubs, beaches, private schools and the like.  For
example, blacks were not allowed to work as attendants
in Havana's major department stores until an `affirmative
action'  ordinance of sorts was passed in the  early' fifties

(1950). It is not useful to identify institutional racism

institutionalized practices of a society at a level different
than the legal.
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However, in au fatness, it must be said that this tendency
to minimize social differentials prior to  1959 and the
extent and nature of traditional Cuban racism is not
restricted to emigr6 schc)lars. Thus Hugh Thomas remarks:
•(In)  so far as it did exist, racial discrinination was chiefly a

lniddle class phenomenon,  the Cuban middle class was always
rather conscious of North American habits. Such racial discrimi-
nation as there was appears to have been imitative of North
America rather than to have sprung from anything special to
Cuban circumstances . . .'9

Even radical U.S. writers on Cuban race relations such as
Gfl Green[°  tend to identify pre-revolutionary racism
with the middle or upper classes, minimizing the extent
to which it pemeated pre-revolutionary Cuban social
relations, regardless of class. Although it is probably true
that racism was more prevalent among the upper sectors
of cuban society, it cannot be considered an exclusive
phenomenon. It may even be misleading to describe the
Cchan pattern of race relations in terms of the U.S.-H
Bcoth]]  has remarked that a source of problems in the
mderstanding of Cuba's race relations, before and after
the Revolution, has been the tendency to consider that
Crfuan traditional racism was just a milder, watered down,
-d less visible variant of North American racism. He has
xpEd that the pattern of racial oppression in twentieth
cHmry Cuba is best described as falling within the cate-
grty of a `colour-class' system. Booth characterizes such
Hms -examples of which would be, Brazil and Cuba
-associeties in which `no sharply defined racial grottps
. _ . may be said to interact with one another'  . . .  because
rm decisive features permeate black-white relations:
-I I tie atisence of a rule of /I}Jpo-desce;i/ of the type vthich, in the

ri±Ed States, requires that any individual who has a known

xp ancestor be regarded as Negro and hence as a member of a
±EE]E;subordinate group of "caste",  and 2)  the presence of a

_ of racial typing based on gradations of p/i)/s!.ca/ appc4ra"ce
-2continuum from pure caucasoid (valued positively) to pure
-Eed (valued negatively).

Booth may be partially right. But to me, his explanation
± at least as many issues as it solves. A study of terms

g:.eo::;d€:::enr:::e¥i3:rsepe[sets°ihparte3aono:hp]%St-
cazeet in pointing out that racial typing in Cuba has
-Erer been dichotomous (black-white) but rather based
on agraded series established on the basis of physical
apE-Ce-

It is possible that this may be related to the absence of a

E±fe:ya5°j:eostcheftinBs:,tfTnea]byuzrensE:¥gfru£;tfansipte:rule
--E!;po-descent imposed by the dominant whites?
Ekrfe's answer, which is substantially limited to a con-
ti=ration of the role of a large. free coloured population
fulchout the nineteenth century, seems insufficient.
rty own opinion is that the pro-revolutionary Cuban
rfent of race relations was a rather puzzling mixture of
chaents which Booth describes as a colour-class system
-elements closer to the North American variant.
iileEarder aspects of race relations during the Republic
-o{ be attributed exclusively to minetism of North
-rian institutions or ingratiation with North American
-s. Prejudice and discrimination in colonial times,
-anong those traditionally considered as the main
-rs]5  in the creole tradition make it impossible to
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blame everything on the American intervention. Deeply
felt racism, even if it allowed for convenient reclassifica-
tion of litht mulattoes as whites, is behind tlie immigration
policies followed by the early Republic and the massive
attempts to import white workers from Spain. Even the
relative facility of reclassification can be oonsidered as an
assinilationist weapon which effectively functioned
against the development of race consciousness among
Cuba's blacks.

One of the most pervasive features which I found in the
dominant |]re-revolutionary racial ideology was the
unwillingness to  discuss racial issues. This taboo was
linked to a tendency - among whites -to minimize
Cuban racism and among blacks to accept racism as a fact
of life which you simply tried to circumvent' or avoid.

££a¥3!:;°£Sdaens:r%e¥aassivaegfr:#d°sfys:`imois{;E:let:[dyedin

:£rafreadcts::lps:i:se::geaerndewdh::ed(ehf{e#s¥.Y6al¥e£}::ddt,be[ar:tit:jth

;::::::::svemnubc]haca¥Swwh?::?:::::::°o::?ir7ecHa:ew:;aecr¥the
Cuban dominant ideology was inbue`d by racial egali-
tarian values, very close to the core of the definition of
cwbo#j.dcrd, thanks to the role of black men, such as
Antonio Maceo, in the independence struggle, and tc> the
conceptions of independence leader Jos6 Marti' (to whom
Cubans of all persuasions feel that they owe, at the very
least, verbal allegiance). This contradiction lies at the
centre of any attempt to describe or understand the
Cuban pattern of race relations.

To understand Cuba's pre:revolutionary pattern of race
relations it is necessary to survey (however briefly) the
history of the Republic. The history of Cuba is so deeply
interwoven with the history of black Cubans that one
cannot be told without the other (in spite of the efforts
of white bourgeois historians). Cuba's late independence
and the development of armexationist and reformist
ide.ologies in the nineteenth century seem to be linked to
the `black scare', the spectre of another Haiti which
afflicted the Cuban bourgeoisie and which was skillfully
nurtured by Spain. Race relations during the Republic
were deeply affected by the legacy of slavery (the legal
abolition of which did not come in Cuba until  1886).

:[nb::a£:.:o:fatieyfa;:sthb::cak:f8rg:I::±C%nutbags°fftdh:o¢uban
achieve the desired equality with their achievement of
independence from Spain. The Cuban Republic soon
betrayed the egalitarian ideology of Jos6 Marti', who had
been the architect of the independence struggle. The
long tradition of prejudice and the proximity of the
abolition of slavery, to which we must add the further
negative inpact of U.S. influence and practical domina-
tion during the early years of the Republic, led to
discriminatory practices which belied the formal equality
guaranteed by the Constitution of 1901. Thus, restrictive
statements in the Constitution about the franchise
effectively linited the rights of blacks to vote.t9  In  the
words  of Portuondo  Linares:   `A very  significant fact
occurred  during  the  constitutional Convention  of  1901:  even
those who were concerned about black equality tended to
remain within the confines of a formalistic approach., far
removed  from  the  true  essence  of the problem . .  .'2°

The  Liberation Army was not  considered by  the  U.S.
occupation  forces  as an appropriate  basis  for  the Army
of the young Republic. Thus,  the  Liberation  Army was



disbanded. and  the  weapons  of the  old  fighters bought
for  a  few pesos.  In  the meantime,  the  Havana  police
and  the rural guard were  developed,  strictly  with white
personnel.2l

The  black fichters  of the Liberation Army were  thus
excluded  from  important  administrative  appointments
(on  the  alleged  basis  that they  did not have  the neces-

::r¥h:d:ecvaeti:;i:gq#;Cr;tfe°snti)b[:?hdmf::T22P£°Ginetn:rea|ts
in the Liberation Army, Quintin Banderas, was offered a
position as postman by the Estrada Palma administration
and in general, the first administration of tlie Cuban
Republic was marred by discriminatory practices in em-

ployment and other areas. Even black congressmen were
the targets of offensive practices by the Administration.
Thus, A. Poveda Ferrer and Generoso Campos Marquetti,
elected members of the House of Representatives of the

young Republic, received invitations to a reception at
the Presidential Palace which excluded their wives. They
returned the invitations and the incident was one of many
which incensed blacks23  during the Estrada Palma
administration.

Exclusion from the governmental payroll was a serious
handicap in a country devastated by war and affected by
serious unemployment. Blacks attempted to gain access
to employment by fighting for power within the structures

:i:F:fe:is;;s:8c::::;ens::€,:¥k]v9:t8ertsh2;°#c#:e°crg:i:i-e
Partido de los Independientes de Color. However, thf3
Morda Amendments to the Electo`ral Reform Law of 1910
clc)sed the doors of legality to the organization of Parties
along race lines and eventually led the Independientes to
take arms against the Jctse Miguel Gomez Administration.
The ensuring racial war, still insufficiently studied,25  led
to a nationwide extermination of blacks of quasi-

genocidal proportions.

The black Cuban community never recovered ,from the
heavy losses inflicted upon its most race-conscious male
leadership. Since the Jj?c!epe#c!!.e#fcs were hunted down
during the war and its aftermath, no other political
organization of blacks emerged in the nco-colonial Repub-
lie.26   As Domi'nguez has pointed out,  `the ethnic cleavage . . .
was not reflected in the party system, and the parties were alike in
opposing black affirmations of identity as well as in counting their
Votes.)27

In spite  of a fewii'leading black politicians, black represen-
tation in elected offices remained at a dismal low through-
out the Republic. Domi'nguez28  has estinated black
proportion in the House of Representatives, as of the mid-
20s,  as less than 57o; with no blacl(s represented in the
Senate. During the  1933 Revolution against Machado,
when Cuban radicalism tasted power for the first tine
during the first Grau Adininistration, a I ej/ d€ Jvac!.ot!a/I.-
zczc!.o# cJc/ rrtzz7¢/.o was passed by the radical wing of the
Administration led by Antonia Guiteras. The law estab-
1ished that all industrial, commercial or service enterprises
had to employ at least 507o of Cuban natives among its
persounel. Althouth the law did not have an explicit
racial intent, it had a great impact upon the structure of
employment opp ortunities for blacks.

Arredondct describes occ`upational discrinination on the
eve  of the promulgation of the Law as follows:  `Blacks
could not be tramway conductors, salesmen in any department

store or ten cent, railroad conductors or employers of commercial
establishments or foreign enterprises. They found the doors closed
to jobs as nurses, typesetters, hat makers, etc. Even in industries
such as tobacco, the best paid jobs were closed to blacks.  For him,
the only jobs open were the most brutaljobs -such as dock-
workers ~ and the most menial positions such as shoeshine boy,
newspaper  sales . . „ etc..29

The 507o Law, as it was popularly called, inproved some-
what the employment situation of black Cubans, although
it did not alter radically their objective  discrimination.
Arredondo himself comments:  `When certain stores or com-
mercial establishments were forced to p.rovide employment to
Cuban natives instead of foreigners, their administrators have
always chosen  whites instead of blacks. When hundreds of foreign
tramway conductors were fired, not a single black could occupy
any of the vacant positions. The enterprise argued that "many
ladies of our society would have complained at the possibility of
touching black hands during the operation of fare collection".'sO

Batista's domination of Cuban political life brought
certain changes to Cuba's blacks:  the former sergeant was
obviously mulatto and regardless of his betrayal of the
1933 Revolution, his willingness tc) becc)me a tool of the
U.S. interests in the island and his many crimes, particu-
larly in his later (1952)  administration, Batista accom-

plished - wittingly or unwittingly - certain tasks of
revolutionary inportance. For example, the rank-and-file
Army rebellion against the officialdom which he eventu-
ally came to lead (and his assault upon the resisting
officers which had taken refuge  at the Hotel Nacic)nal),
effectively liquidated the Army elite and opened the
doc)rs for a significant process of mobility within the Arm
Amy ranks which led to the promotion of many blacks
to officer status.

Thanks to the participatic)n of radical delegates in the
Constitutional Convention, the  1940,Constitution was a
fairly progressive document which established full equality
for all Cuban citizens. However, in the  racial as well as in
other areas, the pc)st-1940 Administrations were very slow
in enacting the complementary legislation which was
needed to put a cutting edge on the verbal statements of
the Constitution. For example, a draft law concerning
racial equality and establishing sanctions for discriminat(
practices, was presented tct the House of Representatives
by Members of the Partido Socialista Popular (Cuban
Communist Party) as late as 21  December  1951  was never ,

passed.3]   The role of a very significant group  of black        :
leaders associated with the PSP, ranging from Salvador
Garcia Agdero and Jestis Men6ndez to Lazaro  Pefia and
Blas Roca, must be  underlined here.32  Thus, the PSP
followed a clear egalitarian policy within its own ranks,
becoming the only Party in the nco.colonial Republic
which could boast a fully integrated leadership - a point
not lost on the masses of black workers.

Race  relations on the eve  of the revo|ution33

According to the last pre-revolutionary census -the  1953
Census - blacks and mulattoes represented 26.9% of the
Cuban population. Table  1  summarizes censal information
on the racial composition on the Cuban population since
the nineteenth century. The progressive process of
`whitening' C)f the Cuban population reflects a number
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TABLE 1

Cclmposition of the Cuban  population,  by race  (Censal years  1827-1953)

Censal
Year                         Wh ites

N

1827              311,051            44.15

1841               418,291            41.51

1861             793,484          56.82

1877            988,624          64.97

1887         1,102,889           67.59

1.899         1,052,397           66.91

1907         1,428,176          69.70

1919        2,088,047          72.28

1931         2,856,956           72.10

1943        3,553,312          74.37

1953        4,243,956          72.81

Blacks  and  Mulattoes

N

393,436

589,333

603,046

489,249

528,598

505,543

608,967

784,811

1,079,106

1,206,342

1,568,416

Asiatics

43,81 1

14,857

11,837

16,146

26,282

18,929

16,657

Source:   Cuba, Oficina Nacional de los Censos Demc>graficos y Electoral, Cc#so cZc
Po6/a!ci.6#,  yl.v;.e#da5y E/ccfor4/,1953 . P.Femandez y Ci'a, La Habana,1955,
and Oficina del Censo de los E. U., Ce#so de /a ftap&b/I.ca de C"6a b¢/.a /a
aTdLm^i:i.S:i.::,i6nn=.pro`vision`a!^d^elosEstadosunidos,`|9oi,viisiri;i;::,Vf;;c„
The Capitol City Press,1908.

Of demographic historical and social processes,  such as
riite immigration (especially marked during the first
years of the Cuban Republic), widespread `passing',
and different criteria used for race assignment  in the
different censi. (For example, in the  1943  Census, race
ms entered according to self-definition; in the  1953
Ceasiis according to census-taker opinion.) The `peak' of
tie white population occurred in 1943. This peak is
di+rfullt to interpret due to the just discussed change in
c±teria for race assignment but at least partiauy, the
decrease in the  1953 Census reflects the abrupt decline

="£t[ey?:garrast;°fnthwehicehp¥:[Sjcs!}°:nddywf::ctfr:£a:%re':g
-kedly with the nationalistic laws concerning employ-
EEnt which were enacted during the forties.

Rrful distribution varied from province to province, with
tie greatest concentration of blacks in recent censi
c"iilling in Oriente province. Lack of cross-tabulations
b57raceofvariousfactors(educationallevel,occupation,
eta.) in most Cuban censi (with the exception of the
1943 Census which was very comprehensive in this
leapeet) makes it difficult to discuss trends in the evolu-
fro of structural indices of discrimination, such as white-
bkek.differentials in various indicators. Furthermore, as
ii was indicated befgre, censal de.fihitions of race were
mt unifom .

Talle 2 summarizes  1919 and 1943 censal information
c"eming occupational breakdown by race. As blacks,
alattoes, and Asiatics constituted 25.62% of the popu-
ifen in 1943 (with blacks and mulattoes representing
985% of the total), it is clear, by inspecting the table,
±± blacks were seriously underrepresented in Banks,
rfumerce, and Professions, while they were overrepre-
mind in Construction and Personal and Domestic
±es. Thus, the  1943 Census provides clear indication
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of race discrimination manifested in occupational
distribution differentials.

There were significant differences in the participation
rate of black and white women in the labour force. While
only 9.6% of all white Cuban women aged 13  or over
were employed;  11.6% of all `coloured' women aged  13
or over were thus classified.3S   `Coloured' includes b.lacks,
mulattoes, and Asiatics. Unfortunately no comparison
with the  1953  Census is possible, given the lack of occu-

pational breakdown by race in the last pre-revolutionary
census. However, it is possible to compare  the  1943
figures with those corresponding to  the  1919  Census.
Thus, some tentative conclusions can be drawn about the
changes in black occupational status during that inter-
censal period.

Black participation in construction and manufacturing
was maintained at high levels but there was a significant
decline in the Agriculture, Fishing and Livestock category
and moderate progress in black participation in Trans-

portation and Communications, Banks and Financial lnsti-
tutions and Professional Services (althouch in all these
categories the black participation index even b`y  1943
remained below  loo). Thus, the  1919-1943  intercensal

period witnessed some improvement in black access to
certain occupational categories but no dramatic changes

#£Lant:e::t:#,t.h[eneoxfieeprt;o:I::,¥es:Ttaen3:sq:atnht:tat[ve
changes, the same categories which found blacks under-
represented in 1919 found them underrepresented in

::i:i:Fe:Sbt;dcyas°£,g:eriTsdt:t°usst-::Vb:;:tk£:::rpyrens::et'esdin
the novels was analyzed using a variety of indicators. As
the quasi-totality of the novels dealt with the pre-
revolutionary period or the first years of the Revolution,
it could be considered that the indicators referred mostly



TABLE  2

Distribution of Cuban  labour force by occupational  groLip and race and  nativity:  1919,1943

Occupation

Agriculture,
Livestock
and  Fishing

Mining

Construction

Manufacturing,
and  Mechanized
I ndustries

Transportation
and  Com-munications

Commerce

Wholesale
F]etail

Banks and
Financial  Institutions

Personal  and
Domestic Services

Becreational  Servi.ces
and  Similar

Professional  Service.s

Government

Diverse  Services

(Plenting,  Fiepairs)

Not Classified

1919

Native             Foreign          Coloured      Coloured

White%         White%         %                        Index

55.9                 14.7                 29.3                 106

23.7                 63.5                 12.7                   46

32.6                 21.4                 46.0                 166

44.0                 18.9                 38.0                 137

57.0                27.6

38.4                50.0

66.7                27.2

30.6                23.7

36.8                32.4

74.0                 17.4

74.0                   6.6

49.9                24.5

47.8                25.7

Source:   Aguirre, op. c'it., pp`107-9, and //?dex

15.3                    55

11.6                      42

6.1                      22

45.6                 165

30.7                   110

8.6                     31

19.4                   70

25.7                   93

26.5                   96

1943

White              Coloured

%%

81.0                   19.0

67.3                32.7

56.4               43.6

65.5                34.5

77 J             2:2.3

89.1                     10.9

83.6                 16.4
89.6                 10.4

91.8                     8.2

58.2                 41.8

61.5               ,38.5

86.8                  13.2

80.8                  19.2

73.6                26.4

75.6                24.4

86

42

63
40

32

161

149

51

74

102

94

Index is obtained by  dividing the percentage of `Coloured'  in
ea-ch occubation;I-category  by  the percentage  of population (27.7% in  1919; 25.9% in  1943).

to the status of blacks in the pre-1959 period.  An analysis
of the occupation.s reported in the novels for all Race-Sex
groupirigs suggest a tremendous restriction on the  number
of different occupations available to blacks (157  different
occupations for white males; 43  for white females; 49 for
black males and 21  for black females)  and significant
differences in the socio-economic level of the occupations
available to the two races, with a concentration of blacks
in the lowest status occupations, p.articularly in the
service sector.

Race differentials in income were also found in the  1943
Census data; althouth only two thirds of the labour force
answered the income question, the available data shows
blacks'  overrepresentation in the upper income levels.
Table 3  summarizes the data. In brief, blacks were more
likely than whites to be found at the lowest income levels.
The  1943 Census also provided information concerning
`coloured' and white unemployment in different occupa-

tional categories, and although,given the problems of pre-
revolutionary Cuban economy there were hich rates of
unemployment for both races, the available  1943  data
suggest that the average `coloured' unemployment rate
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TABLE 3

Monthly.income  by I.ace  -1943

Percent:age  of
white

workers in each
income  bracket

Less than  $30.00                     37.4

30 -59                                42.8
60 -99                                  13.4

100  -199                                    4.7

200 -299                                 0.7
300  Plus                                          0.8

100.0

p::i::::gde,Of

workers  in each
income  bracket

46.6

41.4

9.4

1.7

0.4

0.5

100.0

I  includes blacks, mulattoes and Asiatics.

Source:   Cuba, Direcci6n General del Censo, J"/orme
general del Censo de 1943, La.Hal.aniu P. Fdez
y Ci'a,1945, p.1098.
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was hither than the average white unemployment rate
with significant differentials appearing in ma].or areas of
employment such as the sugar industry and government.37
The 1943 Census data on education by race was linited to
infomation on literacy rates (this was more than offered
by the 1953 Census which did not provide any). A black-
white differential in literacy rates was also in evidence,
with roughly 73% of all whites age  10 and older being
able to read while only 67.497o of all `coloured'  in a com-

P]£argao¥%afi:rea:kpehta:]°zue]dth:°.;r°a::alMfansf:::::I::do¥te£:-

black' in Cuba, compare the Censi of 1907,1919 and
1943 (in spite of the fact that they admit to the non-
comparability of the categories) and conclude  that  the
rate of literacy among blacks was gradually increasing
and the white-black differential was decreasing. The paucity
of data and the lack of uniformity in reporting among the
few censi which provide racial breakdown for information
such as income, education, unemployment rates and
cocupational categories make any attempt at quantitative
comparison a very risky operation.

It is, however, probably a sound conclusion to state that
most quantitative indicators suggest a gradual improve-
irml in the status of blacks, but a rather slow one, with
sigrificant differentials obtaining in all categories up until
Ee et-e of the Revolution. However, gradual improvement
ill catain quantitative indicators for blacks does not
a±rfly mean that their position, with respect to whites,
w=inproving; that is to say, the gap between the races
ms closing. Thus, Domi'nguez has reviewed data from
Efty'sical anthropolog`lcal  surveys made between  1900 and
1964; changes in average height can  be considered as
rfuect indicators of living standards. The  findings suggest
that .Although the improvement in living standard benefited all
d thee racial categories surveyed, both sexes, and all age groups
aEs€ed, it `vas shared  unequally:  whites profited  the most, and, as

2rEenlt. the gap  in life changes between whites and blacks widened
caederabiy..40

at!alitatively, Cuban patterns of. discrinination  have been
des:nl)ed as different from tlie U.S. in many significant
[espeets:  the  1940  C`uban Constitution explicitly  forbade
discinination on the basis of race; thus the normative
k=l system was clearly opposed to segregation  or dis-
cinination at all levels: there  was no residential segrega-      /
rfu or school segregation except insofar as social class
tEstinctions (preventing `poor' access to certain  areas or
chods) overlapped with race distinctions, etc.  It seems
tfiat the Cuban white middle class normative system

=:¥;eDdi°df::I:Fe#:snue°s?f]nd!SCussionofracialdiscrimi.

As no fomal studies of racial attitudes were conducted
inpre-revolutionary society, it is not possible to comple-
irmt the above discussion of indicators with information
init the prevalence and forms of prejudice except from
anecdotal records and other observers' reports. The latter
mially agree in presenting a complex picture. There was
edenjable racial discrimination, but frequently it was
difficult to separate purely racial discrimination from
±ination on socio-economic grounds. There was
rtyread prejudice, especially among the middle and
per sectors but not exclusively within them. Discrini-
± `vas more severe in certain regions, such as
CaELgiiey, than in Havana. Patterns of social discrimina-
hi along racial lines were more clear-cut in small towns
alcities in the countryside than in larger cities42
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except in Havana, where there were many private clubs
and the beaches controlled by them. Also, the most             ,
prestigious private schools had exclusionary practices.

In general, the prevalence of prejudice and the patterns of
institutionalized and non-institutionalized prejudice are
described as less severe and blatant than in the U.S.
However, it must be pointed out that white writers (the
overwlielming majority) usually tend to present a far
rosier picture  of race relations during Republican times
than black writers. Modern scholarship on nineteenth
century Cuba, thouch, particularly the works of Manuel
Moreno Fraginals and Juan Perez de la Riva43  makes
one wonder, in view of the brutality of black exploitation
under slavery and the persistence of black resistance
during colonial tines, how is it that black-white relations
in Cuba (with the exception of the  1912 war) managed
to escape violence as the norm.

The answer is again very complex. Race was only one
element in the determination of status in pre-revolutionary
Cuba. Further, as Boc)th has emphasized,  the existenoe\

::I:::|attl{V:]eysiarfea;frhe:v:°!:::ead'f:cot::[it'a°vno:di::awide
dichotomous division of the society. Other factors to be
considered are the process of `mulattoization'  provoked
by the scarcity of white women since colonial times, the
significant role of blacks in the Cuban Liberation Army,
and the role assigned to racial unity and integration by the
most important leaders of the Cuban independence
struggle such as Jos6 Marti' (white) and Antonio Maceo
(black).45

In the Iberian variant of Caribbean race relations (Hoetink,
I 967, p.187)46  a characteristic process of homogenization
through mingling usually took place. The progressive
`whitening out' of.the Cuban population, documented in

Table  I  aboveT, is at least partially a functic)n of the mlxing

process which continuously produced individuals accept-
able as marriage partners to the white segment of the      .

population.  It is clear from studies conducted in other
Caribbean  societies similar to Cuba (such as Puerto RIco)
that  the upper social strata are almost by  definition white
but continuously absorbing light-skinned mixed bloods
who could pass while blacks tend to be concentrated on
the lowest social strata. Thus, pre-revolutionary Cuban
society was r.ot a `caste society'  rigidly divided along racial
lines. Even in the nineteenth century, Cuban society was
structured in such a fashion  that `in practice the hierarchy
of social position was not a "simple gradation"  where
exclusively one criterion  determined its order. The lack
of complete correspondence between the various sets of
distinctions meant the  open nature of Cuban society . . .
although ascription . . . was regarded as very inportant in
deteminmg an individual's place in society, personal

:::,!iv:Fveanntc:i4S7a¥£ru°s;etae°€:Sb:n[esg::[aot:d:r:aants[:fst
since the latter part c)f the nineteenth century, could
be considered as primarily of a class nature.

It is not surprising, then, that black Cubans, even before
the  1959 Revolution, would tend to see their problems
in class rather than primarily racial terms. Thus, David
Grillo Saez, a black journalist who authored a book on
T_he Problem of Black Cubans (EI Problema del Negro
Cwba#o) in  1953, sees the  solution to  the `problem  of
black Cubans' in a change in the status of all oppressed
groups and social classes, since the prc)blem is seen as
basically a class problem. Lest Grillo be taken as a



doctrinaire Marxist, it should be added that he  was an
apologist of the Batista regime in  1953 (after the
cowp cJ'6faf),  and that his ideology tended to emphasize
the solution of class conflicts thrc)ugh harmony rather
than struggle. Thus, referring to the Declaration of Human
Rights he  states  that `. . . such a democratic invocation . . . does
not lead to  the definitive achievement of the eradication of racial
discrimination, unless we po sitively move towards the integration
of all social classes based on common norms and common
feelings..48  However, it is true that the  tendency to see
racial problems primarily in class terms has been stronger
among writers of Marxist orientation.49

Another role in promoting black social mobility was their
role in the Independence Wars. Blacks participated very
actively in the Cuban struggle for independence, and they
constituted the bulk of the rank and file of the liberation
forces. However, althouth the soldiers in the Cuban
liberation struggle were in their overwhelming majority

i[6a;g25#eh{:s°efsfi:;:r:t:deraadte:.bn:tuet[y43;otoF:;?::;I::alysand
colonels in the Independence War (1895-1898) were
black, but in the Civil administration of the Revolution
and among the Revolutionary Goverrment representatives
in the U.S.,less than 2% were blacks. Yet, a 409ro of the
hichest ranking men gave the Liberation Army a definitely
black look.

However, it is the opinion of this writer that Cuban
home-grown racism, with the `inprovements' added to
it by the strong U.S. penetration during Republican times,
was more virulent and insidious thin most writers on
the issue have been willing to admit. The normative system
of values at the core of the definition of nationhood was
egalitarian, and integrationist but the practices were
blatantly racist. The inconsistency was solved by banning
the racial topic from polite conversation or public utter-
ances; and by developing a pfedominantly racist but
hypocritical set of attitudes, as well as systematic exclu-
sictnary practices which were usually rationalized on non-

;arcj!tae[r8!Puo:dal:rjjsc::Coe£::%etr:sr2e::#cS[:ayr.:Latck
testimonies about racism during Republican times. Other-
wise one must dig into rare items of partisan literatures3
or the evidence which can be gathered from the picture
of pre-revolutionary society given to us by  testimonial

Jliterature, novels and short stories.
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of strong racism expressed in a stereotype  of blacks as
lazy, stupid, inferior, highly musical and responsive to
rhythm and endowed with extraordinary sexual prowess.
Anti-black prejudice was found among representatives
of all social classes although lower class attitudes towards
blacks are generally presented as more positive  than those
of the upper strata.

rn summary, the view of the status of blacks in pre-
revolutionary Cuba is closely tied to the  ideological cc)in-
mitments, social class and racial membership of the
commentator one chooses to read. However, even  the
members of the Cuban Economic Research Project admit
that `It is not afrirmed that the total integration of the black race
was accomplished, particularly in the economic field, because the

labour opportunities open to "coloured" people'were generally in
the low wage sectors.'SS  More radic.al Cubans take, of course,
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consensus:  blacks were not completely integrated into pre-
revolutionary Cuban society; institutionalized discrimina-
tion existed, prinarily in the areas of occupation and
access to social clubs; racial discrimination was at times
difficult to distinguish from socio-economic discrimina-
tion; blacks were overrepresented in the lower social strata
of the population. Blacks and whites shared lower class
residential areas, althouch corresponding to the greater
black representation in the lower classes and their hith
degree of urbanization there was correspondingly greater
concentration of blacks in the urban lower income barri.os
and the marginal housing. areas.

In Havana, upper class social clubs excluded blacks and
mulattoes systematically. (Even Batista, during his term as
President ctf the Republie, was blackballed at the Havana
Yacht Club, the most exclusive of the upper class clubs.)
These clubs controlled private beaches in Havana which,
therefore, excluded blacks. Middle class clubs, especially
those organized around professional associations,
admitted those blacks who belonged to the respective
professional associations.  In Cuban small towns and
provincial capitals, segregation was rigidly enforced in
fomal social life and in the patterns of informal associ-
ation related to courtship, etc., such as the z7¢seos, parks
and other gathering places for young people. However,
the most far-reaching structure of segregation was again
not purely race-based. Instead it divided the Cuban
population along class lines. I am  talking about the school
systems. Public schools in pre-revolutionary Cuba were
integrated but the upper and middle income sectors
massively abandoned the public school system  during the
1933-1958 period. Thus, by  1958, no less than  120,000

grade school students and roughly  15 ,000 high school
students attended pri.vafe sc#oo/a ~ approxinately  147o
and 29% of the total number of students enrolled at the
respective levels. The private school system was pre-
dominantly, although not totally, white. Elite schools
practised racial discrimination but it was hardly neces-
sary:  very few blacks could afford the hich tuition costs
and other expenses.

Finally, it must be pointed out that during the years of
the second Batista dictatorship (1952-1958), there was a
concerted attempt to divorce the black masses from the
revolutionary  struggle and to divert its energies towards
the development of facilities for blacks. In the words
of Jos6  F. Cameado:  `. . . there was an attempt to neutralize
and to attract the black population towards the tyranny.through
the bastardly propaganda . . .  that the struggle being fought in
Cuba was "white stuff".1 57

But the campaign was only partially successful. When the
rebel forces entered Havana during the  first week of 1959,
blacks were represented at all levels - from the official-
don  to the rank and file. In Havana, they met racial
exclusivism and incidents at the Havana Hilton and other
facilities were reported.S8  The revolutionary government
would confront the issue head on.

Flal}B relations since the  revolution

Masferrer and Mesa  Lago have boldly  stated that `after the
Revolution, a picture of black suffering caused by discrimination
was painted that exaggerated  the degree of actual prejudice ex'ist-

ing on the island'.59 -I-ndeed, it must have seemed  an exagger-  ,i
ation t6 them who mininized the degree of racial
oppression in pre-revolutionary Cuba.  However, if we  take
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a less sanguine view of racial discrinination in Cuba
before 1959, the changes - immediately after the revolu-
tionalies took power ~ were clear-cut and definite. Fidel
Castro, in a very early speecli after the rebels had defeated
Batista (March  1959),  denounced racial  discrimination

rata      I      inthemostsweepingtermseverheardin cuba from a
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melitality is not yet revolutionary enough. People's mentality is      g
stnlconditionedbymanyprejudicesandbeliefsfromthepast...'
And then Castro proceeded (against the traditional
conspiracy of silence about racial matters so  deeply in-
grained in the Cuban dominant ideology), to tell the
tnlth, which hit  Cuban  society like  a  bombshell.
The of the battles which we must priorize more and more
eti:ry day . . . js the battle to end racial discrinination at the work

pkce . . .  There are two types of racial discrinination:  One is
tae discrinination in recreation centres or cultural centres; the
®thel, which is the worst and the first one which we must fight,
is racial discrinination in jobs . . .'

Thus, he `finally addressed the issue which had irked black
veterans of the Liberation Army during the first years
of the Republic; the issue which had moved Estenoz and
ITonet to organize the P¢rf!.do cfo /os Jridepe#c7!.enfcs
cb Cb/or and, ultinately, to the uprising of 1912; the issue
whichhad motivated more frequently black protests and
iesentments until  1958:  the unwritten barriers which
g|ef'ented blacks from full equality of access to employ-
iimt opportunities and which condemned them to the
Eiust menial and wol.st paid jc)t)s; ot  to unemployment.
But Fidel did not stop there. He attacked the best taboo:
ikre is discrinination at recreation centres.  Why?  Because
abes and whites were educated apart. At the public grade school,
aife and whites are together. At the public grade school, blacks  o
al whites lean to live together, like brothers. And if they are
nether at the public school, they are later together at the
ca=eation centres and at' an places.'

Iife speech had a tremendously popular inpact because
afthe sections of it which had.dealt with the discrimina-
tin issue.61  Depestre has  summarized  the  impact:
ITce speech  .  .  .  was well received  by  the  majority  of  the  white
molutionaries among the people. . .  On the other hand, all the
"e tiourgeois and the majority of the white petty bourgeois
ehaents (and the weu-off mulattoes), even those which at that
2±would have still given their lives for the Revolution, became

gEic-stricken, as if the Prime Mihiste[ of Cuba had announced
aEatomic attack upon the island for the following morning. In
ibewell-to-doneighbourhoodsofHavana,SantaClara,Camagtley,
Santiago de Cuba, etc., there was general uproar. The  counter-

Ecolution was horrified and it circulated the rumour that Fidel
C2stlo had invited l)lack men to invade the country's aristocratic
s±actuaries to dance and revel with the vestal virgins who, until
iEcn, had managed. to preserve themselves from the terrible radia-
tfons which emanate from black skin . . .  The volcano  of negro-

_ahobia was in eruption . . .   Very respectable white ladies left the
"ntry stating that, since Fidel Castro'8 speech, blacks had
--meinpossibie....62

apestre goes on to say that Fidel Castro gave a press
rmference on television three days later, `to cain the
rit fever'. Thus, he implies and later states that Castro
rfuened his earlier stand on his televised appearance
*ararch 25. Booth63  follows Depestre's interpretation.

Eec::#::ec:£araenf:[!yd.¥aeg:::n*9trip£:;etsht:e¥£:::125
caro's March 25 statement was lengthier, more nuanced
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and aware of the depth of the problem confronted, but
even more firm and unant)iguous in its condemnation of
racial  discrinination. Thus,  Castro  stated:
`The problem  of racial discrimination is, unfortunately, one of   c7

the most complex and difficult problems which  the Revolution
must  tackle  . . .`

He proceeded to explain why he had addressed the racial
issue:  `1 consider it to be my duty to  talk about the problem
of racial discrimination because it is, in my o|)inion, one of the

greatest injustices which lurk within Cuban society.'  And later
on:  .I have not dealt with this problem  to open wounds but
rather to heal the deep wounds which have existed, since centuries
ago, in the core of our nation.'

Tfius, while it is true that Castro is emphasizing the
healing and unitive intentions of his intervention, he is, at
the same time, priorizing the fight against racial discrimi-
nation and openly discussing its depth and pervasiveness
in Cuban society':
`On this issue,  to be fair, I

not only a matter of the sons o
who also practise djserimination. There

racial discrimination is
There are poor people
orkers which also

suffer from Prejudice . . . the absurdity, w

people to  think, is that (the speech)  Iras
t must force the

irritated 'people who do
not owii large tracts of land, who do not receive housing rental
income; people who only have prejudices in their heads . . .'

Fidel Castro tried to allay the fears which tfe counter-
revolution was agitating without moving a step back in his
condemnation of racism. Thus, he clarified that `1 never

i:£edrewteo::rnec::*s85°u:Pheen#]:a::]C:::[Sys:ttaht:tdbia]Csk;:sol:,I:n8°
in very clear terms and examples:
`About this plot)len, I am  completely convinced. I am an enemy

of racial discrinination; I am convinced in my feelings and I am
also  convinced in my head ....

And he told the story of his exchange with somebody

fwo:°ahbi:c%Skei*pYr:;#6hea:£rtgi;othma:tFoaswc£:rhect
Fidel retorted:  'And do you think that it is correct for a white
man to pJ.rapear a mulatta?.

Thus Fidel openly challenged the widely held belief in the
rights of white males to enjoy the privileges of white
women (with exclusivity) and, furthermore, to enjoy the
use of black females. He closed his intervention by
emphasizing the need for unity:
`We are a small country where \ve need each other, where we need

the efforts of everyone . . .'  But this unity had to  be based on

I.ustice and not on denial of the racial problem.  `1 am aware
that I help the Revolution when I try to unite the Cuban people;
but the Cuban people can only be united on the basis of banning
all injustices...'                                                          \

I have spent a considerable amount of space on these early
pronouncements by Fidel Castro because they established
in clear-cut terms what was going to become the revolu-
tionary govemment's policies on racial matters. Carlos
More, author of an anti-Cuban tract accusing the Revolu-
tion of racism,67  did not even bother to mention these

i:£°rfeas:tLS:;::7Se£;vHeu#a:eh:nmf::.;::ixee][f::tM£Safterrer
Castro's `History Win Absolve Me'  speech did not include
any reference to racial discrimination. Even Booth,
althouch he correctly mentions that the Programme-
Manifesto of the 26 July Movement did refer to racial
divisions7]  emphasizes the `vagtieness'  of its statements
on racial matters.



`History Will Absolve Me', as well as the Programme-

Manifesto of the 26  July Movement are pctlitical
documents, produced in concrete historical circumstances,
with specific goals and objec,tives and their content cannot
be analyzed in a  disembodied, ahistorical way.  `Histc)ry
Will Absolve Me' was Castro's speech in his own defence
at the trial after the attack upon the Moncada Barracks
on 26 July  1953.   It is a document wliich cogently argues
the lack of legitimacy of the Batista regime. It further
emphasized the basic socic)-economic  and political trans-
formations which the revolutionary government would
have undertaken if the attack on the Moncada Barracks
had been successful.72

The focus of the speech was on the revolutionary laws
which would have been immediately enacted by the
triumphant rebels. Thus, they emphasize the structural
transformations which correspond to the first stage of the
revolution.  Issues of superstructural transformatic)n,  of
transformation of co7!cz.c#cl.a (consciousness)  are not em-

phasized in `History Will Absolve Me'. They correspond
to a different stage in the  dialectics of the Revolutic>n.
The document proposed sweeping revolutionary laws
which were addressed to the basic problems of Cuba's
socio-economic structure and which, althougiv not
specifically formulated along race lines, would have
benefitted the black masses of the population, concen-
trated as they were in the lower social strata. Already,
in the introduction to Arredondo's E/IVcgro en Cwb¢
(1939)  the issue is stated succinctly:  `Cuba's black problem
is essentially the historical problem of giving the marginal masses
an adequate and fair place in the life of the nation.' 73  Thus,
`History Win Absolve Me' was addressing the core  of

Cuba's black problem, even if it was not mentioning it
by name.

The Programme-Manifestc) of 26 July was a political
document whose intended.goal was to uni'fy the largest
coalition possible behind the fichting rebels.  Its alleged
vagueness is a consequence of the pc)1itical objective
of publicizing a m!.#z.m¢/ programme upon which a very
broad and heterogeneous movement could be built.
Furthermore, the programme was issued by the addressed
to the members of the 26th of July Movement based

:?ftesc[td£:ef;bpar:::£t:tea:tse::ca:sfs°::etsh:::::I::ro[£at;Ve
forces which were still gathering strength. ( 1956)

\  The actual changes

`The most significant change is that now I  can go  any place, get

anywhere, aspire to any position and I  do not have to think that
being black is going to be a liindrance or that I may be tuned
away . . .   I can go to the best hotels ol to the most expensive
restaurant; I am now in the process of being considered  for  the
Party . . . and nobody, but nobody,  can stop me from reaching
my goals because of the colour of my skin . . .  The most inpor-
tant change is in my sense of trust. I have the same rights as
anybody else . . .   And not just because it's written on a piece of

paper. But because the Revolution guarantees it to be so . . .I
-a black woman, Havana, 1977

It can be unhesitatingly affirmed that racial discrimination
has been solidly eradicated from Cuban society. Nobody
is  barred  access  to ].obs,  education,  social  facilities  of any
kind, etc., for reasons  of their skirl colour. The egalitarian
and redistributive measures  enacted by  the Revolutionary
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thorouchly transfomed. Pr`ivately, many white cubans -     I:I
even solid revolutionaries -employ the old racist language.     ad
The difference is that there is a tremendous cost in
expressing such prejudiced opinions publicly.  Also,  the
social system does not pemit that these private opinions
become translated into systematic  discriminatc)ry

Practices.74

Even  if that  bastion of white  inviolability (the  rate  of
interracial marriages) is considered, all the persons -
white and black -which I informally interviewed in Cuba
in 1978 agree that the frequency of interracial marriage
has  increased markedly  since  the  Revolution  and parti-
cularly in the  last seven or eicht years. There are no pub-
lished statistics on interracial marriages but the visible
changes in terms of frequency of interracial couples seen
strolling in Havana streets this summe of 1978  are

:e#sa::e6fB]°9°;3.%!reTahdj¥{rse:0:;et:e:noincc:::.5:efrnab|eined
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observations by  this author during visits to Cuba in 1976,
1977 and  1978,  and opinions expressed by many Cubans
interviewed, strongly suggest that mixed marriages -

particularly of the black male-white female variety77 -
are noticeably more frequent. Interracial couples do not
tend to provoke the intense stares which they used to.

Attitudes towards interracial marriages, among Cuban
youth, at least, had been found as relatively positive
already in a survey of attitudes in Cuban students in
1962.78  Nearly 60% (57.9%)  of the young people inter-
viewed by Torroella in 1962 said that they could marry
someone of another race, while  Only 27.3% said that
they would not, with the balance doubtful or not answer-
ing.  Of course, interpretation of this survey result is
made difficult by the lack of comparable data obtained
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incubabefore the Revolution, or atalaterpointafter        I   --
1962. However, 60% of pro-interracial marriage responses  \   -
seems a high degree of positive  responses, at least at the       .   I-
verbal level, suggesting an egalitarian normative system in
the youth interviewed.

Evidence gathered by Geoffrey Fox in his dissertation,79
where he interviewed Cuban emigr6s recently arrived in
Chicago (both black and white)  suggests another dimen-
sion to the changes brought about by the Revolution.
Some workers accused the Revolution  of fostering racism.
Upon investigation of what they exactly meant by that,
it resulted that they felt the revolutionary leadership
talked too much about race (violating. the taboo which
hormally prevailed about  the issue in polite  Cuban
Society); that it had made blacks `uppity'  (in  Spanish
`le habia dedo ale a los negros') and that T\ow blacks

oppressed whites.  Even black emigr6 workers felt embar-
rassed by having their race spoken about so much.
Concerning Fox's study, it must be kept in mind that he
interviewed only emigr6 workers, which by definition
are examples c)f disaffection with respect to  the Revolu-
tion, the changes brought about by it, etc; Maurice
Zeitlin's study of industrial workers in Cuba as  of 1962

provides a balancing picture. From Zeitlin's  data it is
very clear that black industrial workers (80%), even more
than white industrial workers (67%) in his example,
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apressed support for the Revolution.80  In Zeitlin's study,`many of the workers alluded spontaneously to the

q.iestion of negro-white relations'. Black workers frequent-
ly referred to the inpact of the Revolution  on  race

social facilities, their improvement in living conditions,
etc.

Impact of general  redistributive  measures

There is clear consensus on the fact that the early redistri-
biitive measures of the Revolution (the two Agrarian
Refom Laws, the Urban Reform Law, etc.) improved the
status of blacks in particular, as they were overrepresented
in the lowest sectors of the population.

Revoluti`onary measures tending to equalize access to
Eealth and educational facilities (developing a massive
public health system with preventing emphasis, elinina-
&on of private schools, expansion and improvement of
the state school system, expansion of higher education
and school facilities associated with the work place)
kehad special impact upon blacks. However, the Cuban
Bndutionary Government has been criticized because
iEey have not enacted policies of `positive discrimination'
cr `affirmative action'  to offset the residual differences
fl life chances, access to elite schools82  or top level

=tmr:sei:tnsawnhdfcd|s::::t:ai:3an:y3°fhundredsofyears

Ibe Cuban Revolutionary Government's positic)n has
bE)En clear on this issue. They see  `positive  discrimination'84
-ees{ires as contrary to the egalitarian goals of the Revolu-
iion insofar as they tend to make the cc)lour of the skin
-rsue. They have practised some fom of `positive dis-
trmination' in tens of providing special facilities (i.e.,
trd communities) or programmes (scholarships, etc.) to
al members of a formerly disadvantaged group, but these
I_Ies have always involved all members of a formerly
quessed group, regardless of race. Discussing this issue
rfu a few Cuban social scientists during the summer of
•978, they tend to agree with the revolutionary govern-
-Eai`s position. If anything, they would favour more
¥a=rial p[ogrammes'  particularly addressed to  the wrz7czr!
±al masses, but not programmes structured along
-divisions, because they no longer perceive any Cuban
paffaz/rjJ being discriminated because of the colour of
Esrfu.
-er, it could still be argued that unless some com-
pErmory measures are taken, black Cuban children are

EFaptroesfifodn::sv3r:mh]9:guteoz,c:fTepre::+i:j#:g¥;:bh,:;Lteadge.
E±Iic health surveys before and after the Revolution, has
I-chided that racial inequality in public health remains
I fathle in Cuban life and that `Cuban blacks and mulattoes
-€eaonstrat)ly poorer; because they are poorer, they are more
H -LLan whites to t)ecome sick. This was true t)efore the Revo-
•-i-and it is still true in the 1970s.'86    However, his con-

are based on an alleged hich incidence of disease

_ blacks, particularly among what he calls `diseases
-plreriy'. The evidence, however, is not strong enouch
-gEport his conclusions. In the first place, what seems
ul esta.blished is an wHdgr-representation of blacks in
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some of what Domi'nguez calls `diseases of affluence'
(heart attacks, cancer,  etc.). With respect to the so-called`diseases of poverty', most of the evidence presented

by Domi'nguez refers to pre-revolutionary surveys. Table 4
summarizes his  data with respect to post-revolutionary
surveys. Only two of those (bums on children and tuber-
culosis)  deal with `diseases of poverty' according to his
definition.

The second problem is that many of the surveys deal with
small samples and the representativenes§ and reliability
of their results are highly questionable. The third flaw in
the argument is that Domi'nguez is judging overrepre-
sentative (or underrepresentation) of blacks in terms of
the proportions of blacks and mulattoes in the Cuban
population as of the  1953  Census, which I maintain is
totauy inadequate for evaluating post-revolutionary data
of the  1970s, given the estimated changes in the racial
composition of the population (see section immediately
below).

If the estimated black (including black and mulatto)
population of Cuba as of 1970 was roughly 407o (which
is an estinate), most of the health surveys (with the
exception of one survey of tuberculosis patients) would
have an underrepresentation of blacks, or merely approach
the proportion of blacks in the general pojulation. Of
course, more  specific estimates by provin.ce are missing.
They would be necessary to make a definite comparison
of rates. Thus, in my view, Domi'nguez's data does not

justify his conclusions.
brThemostfar-reaching(intermsofdevelopmentofracial

equa±i`ty) measure taken by the revolutionary government
was probably the elinination of private schools. On the
eve of the Revolution, roughiy  15% of the Cuban grade
school children and 30% of the high school students
attended private schools, which were prinarily w.hite. The
crisis of the state  school  system,  its  lack  of resources
for effectively carrying out its teaching mission, its poor
reputation, had led to a I)roliferation of private schools
where the children of the bourgeoisie (and the middle
sectors which could afford them) were educated wlth
little contact with the black masses and other oppressed
sectors of the population. This segregation of the elite
had far-reaching consequences as it made difficult the
development of social networks across racial lines.

The private schc)ol system disappeared in Cuba by  1961.
Since then, a totally integrated school System has
developed. Nevertheless, it cannot be said that  the long
heritage of segregation and the impact of differential
social chances have been completely erased. Visitors

(particularly black American visitors, hichly sensitive to
these issues) notice underrepresentation of blacks in high
powered schools (such as the Lenin Vocational School,
where a grade school average of 9897o plus is a pre-
requisite for admission) and overre|)resentation of.blacks
at the INDER (National Sports Institute) schools.   How-
ever, the revolutionary government has already taken
certain measures (i.e., the  demand for a geographical        .
distribution quota in admissions to the Lenin school)
which althouch they are not specifically directed at
achieving racial balance, will have an undeniable effect
in preventing these schools from becoming enclaves
of the Havana elite. The whole thing must be placed into
perspective; these high-powered schc)ols serve a very

| small number of students, comparatively speaking. The



TABLE  4

Diseases among Cuban blai:I(s -post-1959

Survey

Hernandez Amador

Mir del  Junco

Ronda  Marisy

Triana  Garcia

Castro-L6pez

Alfonso

Aifonso

Garci5  Guti6rrez

Alva`rez  G uilian

Lima  Fdez.

De  la Torre

Carreras  Puiz

Cardevilla

Llobera  and  Bidart

Mateo  de Acosta

Taylor  Hill    \

Alea  Goenaga

Hatim  Ricardo

Dates

1962-1972

1965-1971

Early 70s

1964-1971

1972

1970-1972

1961-1972

1961-1972

1966-1972

after  Nov.
1971

1974

1962-1970

1969-1971

1965-1969

1970

1970-1972

1969-1970

1962-1971

I I I n ess

Burns  in  children

Tuberculosis

Foreign  matter  in
esophagus

Thyroid  problems

Psychiatric

Kidney  transplant
patients
Obstructive anuria

Portal  Hypertension

Heart atl:ack

Coronary  problems

Cancer  of the  cervix

Cancer of the  lip

Cancer  of the  lungs

Diabetic  gangrene

Diabetes

Varicose  veins.

Varicose  veins

Hypertension

Sc>urce:   Compiled from Domi'nguez, ap.c!.f. , pp.521-526.

bulk of Cuban students attend completely integrated
schoc)ls where the races effectively mingle -from day
care centres to post-graduate education.

Other visible changes since the Revolution have  occurred
in the housing patterns. No clear-cut and rigid housing
discrfuination patterns existed in pre-revolutionary Cuba
but blacks in Havana, for example, tended to be concen-
trated in  dilapidated areas in the central city (Lc)s Sitios,
Jesds Maria, Atar6s), the less desirable working class
districts of Marianao and La Lisa, plus in the shanty
towns such as `Llega y Pon'. The Revolution brought an
immediate reduction in rents (50%)  and eventually
ownership of the houses was granted to the former
tenants. Thus, more blacks own their  houses  in  Cuba,
than in any other country in the world. Yet the housing
situation is very difficult for blacks and whites alike  in
contemporary Cuba because of the low priority given so
far to construction of new houses - particularly in
Havana - and because of the limited resources allocated
to maintenance until now.87 But new houses built by
the micro-brigades88  are being allocated on the basis of
need and merit. The old mansions, abandoned by the
fleeing bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie, were  distributed
to the remaining revolutionaries and now it' is rather
common to see black tenants in the formerly exclusive
Havana neichbourhoods of EI Vedado and Miramar.

Changes in the composition  of the population

An indicator of the changes in race relations transpiring
since the Revolution is the accelerated process of
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Place

Havana

Havana

Camagtiey

Havana

Havana

Havana

Havana

Havana

Camagtiey

Matauzus

National  and
Santiago de Cuba

Santiago

Havana

National

Havana

Pinarde'   Plio

Camaguey

`mulattoization'  of Cuba. Publications to-date  of the data

of the 1970 Cuban Census - the only post-revolutionary

S:::i:tTofaavcec:r°dtii%C{:dr::e:FgyF£:aekxda°cY::a::i[efor
not analyzing the data by racial categories is not known,
but it fits well with the general position taken by the
revolutionary government on racial matters:  that the
revolution is colour-blind although the general inpact of
revolutionary changes (addressed to  the improvement of
the life  c)f the masses and towards the elimination of
class-linked inequities) shc)uld bene.fit black Cubans to a
large extent, as one of the most oppressed sectors of the
p re-revolutionary p opula tion.

However, in spite of the absence of published information
on the racial breakdown, of the Cuban population as of
1970, it is possible to  speculate on  the nature  of the
changes. It is my estinate  that the percentage of `non-
whites' in the Cuban population should have increased
from 26.9% in the  1953 Census to a figure no less than
40% in  1970, and segregation of the races (i.e., separate
social clubs, separate `walking routes' in  the parks of
Cuban small towns, the elimination of private schoc)ls,
etc.) have meant increased opportunities for mingling of
the races, which has accelerated the process of
`mulattoizatic)n'  of Cuba.

Differential  migratil]n  of  Cuban  sl]cial  races

The differential migration of Cuban social races is in
itself an indicator of the impact of the Revolution upon



black Cuban masses. The fact of the underrepresenta-
of blacks in the post.revolutionary Cuban migratory

icave is clear from U.S. census data and even casual
obselvation of exiled communitie s. However, different
interpretations have been proposed to explain the
markedly different migration rates of blacks and whites:
overrepresentation of blacks in the lower occupation
strata of pre-revolutionary society an d underrepresenta-
tion of these strata in the migratory waves (a `class'
explanation); differences in the black and white Cuban
oommurities in terms of the existence of `networks'
within U.S. sciciety to clain persons still in Cuba (which
is really a modified `class' explanation); social and
pditical pressures exercised on blacks not to leave the
island (a specifically `racial'  factor), etc.9°  But it seems
chvious that another specific racial factor -the inproved
life chances of blacks in post-revolutionary society -has
played at least a contributing role in the differential
ml-grtion, together with the other above mentioned
Eietors.9l

Efacks in  decision.making strui}tilres
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Cedain black critics of the Cuban revolutionary r6givie,
-ch as More and Clytus,92  have argued that the scarcity
a-blacks in top level decision-making positions within the
Eirmlutionary Government is a proof of racial discrimina-
in Booth falls into an explanation just as questionable,
i]= that it reflects  `thQ bourgeois or petty bourgeois social

a of the leading cadres of the July 26th Movement and the
_monopoly of top decision-making power still held by this-.93
A discussion c)f the social origins of the July 26th Move-
am€ cadres is clearly beyond the scope of this study.
Etrfuemore, the decision-making structures of the
caan Government have changed markedly since 1970
th the institutionalization process, and, excapt at the
ngr top, the attempts to classify decision makers by
EEir fomer allegiance to 26th of July or Popular Socialist
try, to Fidel's or Raul's entourage, etc., are becoming
-a and more obsolete: a whole new generation of
cEdes, too young to have participated in the anti-Batista
mgBe in any faction or group whatsoever, has acceded
topditical life in Cuba.

rminguez94 has estimated that the proportion of blacks
lthe 1965 Central Committee of the Cuban Communist
ngr was 9%, which in his view does not represent any
iiiprovement over the rouchly 99ro representation of
EfaE!s in `comparable' pre-revolutionary structures such
asthe House c)f Representatives and Senate, as of 1943.
Efro-ever, the general thrust c)f the post-1970 changes has
5ian in the direction of broadening the top  decision-
i±g echelons and clear stnictuies and functional
tEie-erentiations.Anewanalysisofblackparticipationin
ae top level stnlctures is in order. These stnictures
ae not any more just the Political Bureau at the Party
Hand the Cabinet at the Government level. Within
E=Party. the Political Bureau, the Secretariat, the Central
±ittee and the Control Commission would have to
bEanlyzed. Within the State apparatus, one must look
-ale composition of the National Assembly and particu-
H the Council of State. Within the Goverrment, the
-osition of the Council of Ministers should be
reed. The national leadership of the mass organisa-

tions, such as CDRs, labour unions, FMC, FEEM, FEU,
Pioneers, etc., would also have  to be  considered.  This
study is yet to be done. However, one must challenge the
view which would judge black political participation in
the Revolutionary Government just in terms of these top
structures.

Inevitably, the top structures are more likely than not to
reflect historical differentials as well as particular factors

(such as the Batista prc)paganda which tended to identify
the struggle going on during  1952-1958  as a `white man's
problem'). Not even the worst critics of the Cuban r6gine
have been able to I)resent any evidence to the effect that
blacks, because of their being black, have been excluded
from  decision-making positions. Blacks were well repre-
sented in the leadership of the PSP (Old Communist Party).
Such blacks are still well represented in the Revolutionary
regime (Lazaro Pefia led the unions until his death;
Blas Roca has been a key figure in the institutionalization
process and he is now the President of the National
Assembly; other blacks, such as Severo Aguirre, are mem-
bers of the Council of State). Given the fact that the
top leadership in the Cuban regime still reflects the
composition of the anti-Batista leadership, its racial make-
up reflects historical factors. Juan Almeida, the highest
ranking black in Cuba, member of the Political Bureau of
the Cuban Communist Party, head of the important
Control and Revision Commission of the Party  at  the
National level, member of the Council of State, and

:::iuyt:::gr¥:dteTEfdmRa:ujinc¥setr:;,b::c:±pe{reasrc#¥s:?o¥£et::-ns
not because he is black, but because he is one of the three
surviving commanders of war fronts (`/.efcs cJc /re7!fe')
during the revolutionary war.

However, since the mid-sixties and with the institutional-
ization prc)ce§-s and its concomitant broadening of the
decision-making structures, there seems to have occurred a
significant increase in black representation. However,
a quantitative study is yet to be conducted. But looking
just below the top echelons, at the intermediate levels
of various structures, from the Party to the Amy, would
reveal a massive incorporation of blacks into the basic
revolutionary institutions. Hard evidence is still to be
collected, thouth. The above statement is based on
informal observations which would require sub stantiation
by other means.

An as yet unpublished study by Casal on the ethnic com-
position of the National Assembly, conducted during
the last ordinary period of sessions (December  1978)
shows combined black and mulatto representation in the
National Assembly at approximately 36%, a four-fold
increase with respect to the level of black and mulatto
representation in equivalent elected structures before the
Revolution.

Domi.nguez95  has attempted to estimate black representa-
tion among the soldiers and officialdom of the Cuban
Army by means of examination of photographs published
in  yerde.O/I.vo, the Army's weekly newspaper. He has
concluded that there is overrepresentation of blacks
among the rank and file and underrepresentation of blacks
among the officialdom. The study is flawed  on many
grounds:  first of all, the method of assigning race from
observations of poor quality photographs ( yerdc OJz.vo is
printed on poor paper) is questionable; intedudge reliabil-
ity data is missirig and use of non-blind judges (i.e., judges



aware of the hypotheses being tested such as the author
himself) is definitely not commendable. Furthermore, over-
and underrepresentation are established by comparisc)n
with pre-revolutionary census data, i.e., figures obtained
from censal statistics. It seems to me that this method
would tend to exaggerate overrepresentation, because as
argued earlier, the proportion of blacks in the general
Cuban population had probably increased to 4C% approxi-
mately by  1970. Besides, the appropriate comparison
rates, in terns of the pre-revolutionary Army, should be
obtained by applying the same method (photographic
inspection) to samples of pre-revolutionary rank and file
and officers. However, by the same token, underrepre-
sentation among officers is more likely to reflect a real

phenomenon. The method is ingenious, and it may be
one of the unobtrusive measures to study a topic about
which there is no published data (nor is there likely to
be in the future). However, one must be aware that the
method, even if applied with all the controls, concern for
reliability and validity, etc., suggested earlier, still is
subject to manipulation. If the editors of ycrdc O/I.vo
have read Domi'nguez, wet might as well forget about the
method!

'Afro-Cuban' religion and culture

The most virulent critics of the Cuban, Revolution in
terms of race have been exiled; black Cubans such as
Betancourt96  and More; and black foreigners such as
John Clytus, Robert Williams97  and Eldridge Cleaver.98
Other black writers, such as Reckford and Sutherland99,
have drawn a more complex and realistic picture.  A

Carlos More has decried Cuban government's practices
with respect to `Afro-Cuban' culture and religion, which
he claims are relegated to the level of fc)1klore  and not
accorded the proper respect and importance. A major
problem in More's perspective, as well as in the  other
expatriate and foreign black writers of the Revolution, is
the tendency to apply to the Cuban context formulations
derived. from the black experience in other contexts,
particularly the U.S.  But  as  Sutherland  points  out  `while
similarities between  the black  Cuban  and  Afro-American
experience  existed,  there  must  also  be great differences.
The  major  difference  is that black Cubans cannot  really
be  considered a national minority.  The  cuban  com-       '
munists, having committed  that mistake  once, when in

i23:n¥e!u::,T#o,thaenE'a#:::;e.Teidnbfaucbkasae§|f:
determination  in  the  so-called  `black  belt'  of Oriente
province, have been very much aware of avoiding such
a pitfall again.

Cuban culture, which has sl.owly been evolving during
several centuries, is undoubtedly Afro-Hispanic. In spite
of the efforts of the white dominant classes, in spite of
their resistance, black cultural elements are integrated
into Cuban music, Cuban popular lore (including proverbs
and sayings), Cuban platic arts, poetry, etc., in such
fashion that, without 'theiL component of black heritage,
they would not be what they are; they would not be
Cwb¢#. And this must not be seen as the result of an
assimilationist option, but rather as the consequence of
a true mesfi.zcr/-e, of the complex interactions  of two

powerful cultural traditions. Even black religious and
fraternal groups had, during the Republic, gradually
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accepted whites within their ranks (i.e., the Abaktia secret
brotherhood, as well as the most widespread of the syn-
cretic religions, the Cuban version of the Yoruba religion,
santeridy-

As we have seen, blacks were major protagonists of the
Cuban struggle for national liberation in the nineteenth
century. They did not only provide for the majority
of the rank and file of the Liberation Army in its struggle
against Spain, but they were also a significant percentage
(40%) of the officialdom. No other Latin American
Liberation Amy could boast such level of racial integra-
tion. The Cuban nation was thus built on the blood of
black and white, united in the struggle. But the Cuban
bourgeoisie which failed in sc> many of its historical rasks,
also failed in the enterprise of creating a true national
identity which would have accepted /a cr!.o#o como Jo
mw/afro (the true Cuban as mulatto). The final and
definitive integration of blacks and whites in Cuban
society had to wait for the demise of a minetic and weal(
bourgeoisie, with compr¢dor  mentality, which looked
North for.its models and even for the defence of its class
interests.

Cuba today has established the structural basis for full
equality and total integration. Furthermore, the concept
of the Cuban as basically Afro-Hispanic (with sc)me
Chinese elements thrown in) is taking root in the national
consciousness (Jose Marti, Fernando Ortiz, and Fidel
Castro would be building stones in the development of
this consciousness).  It was Fidel Castro's role to be the
first Cuban white ruler to recognize openly the mw/a/fo
character of Cuban culture and nationhood. When in
his speech c)f 19 April  1976 he  quietly asserted `We are
a Latin African people', Fidel was making history.

Over 450 years had passed since  the first slaves had been
broucht to Cuba's soil. It was perhaps fitting that the
final stage in national integration was achieved by Cubans
as it was moving beyond the boundaries of narrow
nationalism. Because now, in this second half of the
twentieth century, it has befallen the Cubans. black and
white together, tc) play a major role in the monumental
struggles characterizing our historical epoch:  the  burden
and the glory of being the first nation in the Americas
in the process of building socialism and, beyond the
hemisphere, a significant role in aiding the struggle for
national libel.ation in the African continent. An almost
unbelievable, role  for a small, poor, oil-less nation. The
final proof of the quite unique character of race relations
in post-revolutionary Cuba and the significant strides
which have been made is precisely that Cubans, black and
white alike, have been able  to give  the last proof of
brotherhood -shedding one's own blood, offering one's
life - for the final liberation of the peoples of Africa.

Given the normal deca/age between structural transforma-
tions and transformations at the level` of consciousness

(co#c[.e#c/.a); given the lack of historical precedent for a
truly integrated, mt//czrfo culture; there is still some road
to  travel in the way  to a society where the last vestiges
of centuries of oppression and ideologies of racial division
and superiority are finally elininated. But ctf all the
countries in  the world it is Cuba, under socialism, where
this appears as a historical possibility in  the foreseeable
future.

£
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59  Masferrer and Mesa-Lago, op. cz./. , p.373.

6°  All quotations translated by the author from  Fidel

Castro, Discurso del 22 marzo  de  1959, Repo/wci.6#,
March 23,1959, pp.24-27.
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D59, state-employed managers and functionaries have
baEa unable to practise open racial discrimination'
Chth,op.cit„p.158).
IEbti.p.165.

rm
Jchn Clytus, a black American who resided in Cuba in
the mid-sixties, and later published a book about
Ctiban racisln, reported `1 constantly saw black women
sfrolling with white men, but I saw no white woman
uth black men' (Clytus, John, B/4ck 4fczH z.„ Red Czfb¢,
coral Gables: The University of Miami Press,1970,

p.132). The situation has changed markedly in the last
decade. John Clytus's book is a virulent attack on
Cifea. Assuming good faith - not easy in this case -
i is another example of judging Cuban realities
th-ou.chforeigneyes.

S Eo€odiai. Gustavo, Estudio de la juventud cubana, La,

Eifeaa: Comisi6n Nacional Cubane de la UNESCO,
1963, pp.105-106.  See Domi'nguez, op. c[.f. , p.484.

- Ecrs.Geof[[ey E., Working Class Emigr6s from CubLi:

a st..qy of. Co unterrevolu tionary Co nsciousness ,
rtyliched Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern Univer-
XPT.1975, pp.101-118. See also  `Cuban Workers in
Erfe.. r7i27zstzcfi.O#, vol.8, NO. 1 1  (sept.  ig7 1)

EF=I-30-
-  ZErfe.Ma;u[ice. Revolutionary Politics and the Cuban

-g Crass, Princeton: Princeton University Press,
ffilp-77.
I-I pp. 75-76. Actually all of chapter 3 in Zeitlin's
I.ck is devoted to `Race Relations and Politics',
H6668, and contains important material of relevance
I.in3 questions discussed here.

-  .i I-S. black educator, member of a group which

=c=::ians:::|#nmJoecnat[ei:::i::hToa|t:oe:enotch
-elmingly wliite. An average of 98 is necessary
tradmission.

-  Sap Cbthls, op. cJ.f. , pp.23-24 ; Booth, op. c.;./. , p .160.

I furfure discrinination' measures may provide a rally-

Egoint in organizing disenfranchised groups and in
eEEthg some concrete advantages in advanced
api{alistic societies. However, an evaluation of the
na inpact of such measures, in view of a) their
dEdre inpact upon oppressed minorities, which then
md to ficht one another for the minority slots;
b| tbeir negative impact upc)n the development of a
dsperspective as they tend to develop ethnic
emsciousness above class consciousness, seems neces-

xp/7. This is a task obviously beyond the scope of this
PEpr-

-  BDd5ford,Ba:Cry , Does Fidel Eat More Than Your

fule7? I.ondon: Andre Deutsch Ltd„ 1971, p.127.
-  Dcminguez, op. c!t. , p.256.  .

r  .i| this is rapidly changing as of mid-1978.
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Czrm de Poblaci6n y  Viviendas 1970 . EdieL6n Orl3e,
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90  See Prohi'as,  R.J. and Casal, L., 77zc Cwbo# "z.#o„.ty 1.#
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Review and Interpretation of the Problem', I,afi."
.4mcrz.ca# Jzese¢rch jzcvi.ew, Vol.II, No.1,1976,

pp.103-124.
9]   See Centrc> de Estudios Demograficos, £¢ Pobdrc!.6#

c!c Cwba, Edit. de Ciencias Sociales, La Habana,1976,

pp.157 and  147.
92   See More, op. ci.i. , pp.211-212; Clytus, op. cl./. , pp.4142.

93   Booth, op. c!.f. , P.163 .

94   Domi'nguez, op. ci.r. , p.226.

95  Domi.nguez, Jorge I., `Racial and Ethnic Relations in

the Cuban Amed Forces:  A Non Topic', .4rmed
Forces 4#d Soci.cty, Vol.2, No.2 (February  1976),
pp.273-290.

96  Betancourt, Juan Reno, `Castro and the Cuban Negro',

7lfee Crf-§z.a, Vol.68, No.5 (May  1961), pp.270-274.
97  See Steams, L.,  `Fidel's tokenism', IV¢fl.o#¢/ Revl.ew,

June  1969, 21, pp.596-597; also  Geyer, Georgie Ann,
`The Odyssey of Robert Williams', Ivew j3epwz)/i.c,

March 20,1971.
98  See, for example, 77!eIVcw yorfa ri.mcs, June 26,1969,

p.4.
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loo    ibid.  p.1SS.

101   See footnote 32.



DOCUMENTAF!Y  FILIVIS

B-Broadcast, D-Distributor, P-Producer.  -C after Telco
number means colour film.

Telcc) `Number

781949-C    "B/ac*fz!.o"  (10 minutes 23"). K. Eckstein
reports on the awakening self-awareness of the
black Brazilians who are still at the bottom of
the social scale., 8-5  May 78 ZDF (in Auslands-

journal), P.O. Box 4040, 65 Mainz.

7737ey9 -C   "The Povi)er of the Powerless" (Gowakl det
Gewaltlosen) (30 minutes) includes a coloured
Brazilian who talks about human rights in his
country. 8-13 Aug. 77 Stidwestfunk, Hans
Bredow Strasse, Postfach 82Q, 7570 Baden
Baden.

770462-C    "Brazil .. Race Means aass" (B[asHier\.. Rasse
bedeutet Klasse) (17 minutes) makes the
point that Brazil has a racial problem despite-the outwardly happy  and easy-going life.

Interviews with Senator Nelson Carneiro,
Florestan Femandes of the University of
Sao Paulo. 8-13 Jan. 77  Swiss German TV
(in Rundschau), P-Jim Giggans, Paris.

X7653g.C    "7y!!.a  year, Ivexf ycczr"  Derekwilson reports
on racial discrimination in Brazil.

.           B-1  Jan.77  BBC.

7S06SS-C    "Brazilians f rom Africa. Africans of Brazil"
(3 x 55 minutes).   Series traces the influence
Africa's culture has had on Brazilian life and
vice versa. Part I  traces the history  of slavery
in Brazil, part 11 looks at Dahomey to find
the origiils of many Brazilian traditions, part
Ill visits the Island of Itaparica, where the
Egouns have much in common with Port
Novo in Africa. 8-5  0ct. 74 F`rench TV/
ORTF.3 . D-Institut National de l'Audio-
visuel, 4, avenue de l'Europe, 94360 Bry-
Sur-Mane, France.

73405l-C    "77!e B/czck E7ic/aye" (25  minutes)  focuses on
a settlement of negroes in the highlands. They
have survived as a pure race and live peacefully
with their neighbouring Indians and half-castes.
8-21  Sept. 73  French TV/ORTF-3. P-French
TV, RIo de Janeiro. D-Institut National de
l'Audiovisuel.

X7235b         "B/ackAmeri.cos".   A series on the living
conditions of black communities in the US,
Brazil, British Cuyana, Martinique, Cuba and
Haiti by A. Pandolfi. P.RAI, Via del  Babuino 9,
Rome 00167.

The above film list was provided by Richard S. Clark, TELCO,
19 Gurnells Road, Seer Green, Beacons field, Bucks. HP9 2XJ, UK.

Enquiries regarding these  fiiilms should be addressed to the
broadcaster or distributor 'listed, and not to TELCO.
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